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ABSTRACT

The Observational Checklists for Referral (OCR) were developed
to assist teachers of young children in identifying problems that
interfere with learning, making appropriate referrals to other pro-
fessionals, and:communicating with parents and professionals. The
OCR includes a teacher manual, a General Checklist to be completed
for each child, and Specific Checklists for the areas of Health,
Vision, Hearing, Speech and Language, Motor, and Behavior. Specific
checklists are to be completed only for children identified on the

General Checklist.

This technical report on development of the OCR includes summa-

ries of xternal consultant critiques, formative evaluation reports
from users, and statistical analyses of data obtained from two
validation studies as well as recommendations regarding use and

further development.

The OCR has been pilot tested by Head Start, Day Care, and
public school teachers and has been reviewed by a team of external
consilltants representing the fields of Speech Pathology, Audiology,
Early Childhood, Special Education, and Psychology. Research studies
comparag teacher-administered OCR results with screening evaluations
performed by SEDL staff and exterral specialists (clinical child
psychologist, educational diagnostician, speech pathologist, audi-
ologist, pediat.ician, optometrist, and nurses) have been conducted.
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PREFACE

The Observational Checklists for Referral were developed as a part
of the Ability Development Program under a grant from the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped. The Ability Development Program is
designed to develop and test materials and procedures for: (1) Iden-
tification of young children with mild to moderate problems affecting
learning, and (2) supplementary instruction to help the identified
children progress at a level commensurate with that of their peers.
Teacher training materials and workshops, classroom curriculum, and
materials for parents are under development as a part of Lhis project.

The Observational.Checklists for Referral (OCR) were developed to
assist teachers and assistaut teachers in identifying young children
who have problems that may interfere with learning. In addition, the
OCR is designed to_enable teachers to make appropriate referrals to
other professicnals.and to more precisely and objectively describe
observations made.

Project staff who have assisted in the development of the OCR
include the following: Deborah Acevedo, Libby Doggett, Susana Hammett,
Julia Niehaus, Claire Price, Alan Seitel, Sherry Young, and Becky
Zuniga. Dr. Jerome Schmidt had primary responsibility for data analysis
and preparation of the technical section of this report.

Sites participating in the testing of the OCR included Child,
Incorporated, Ruth Hernandez, Program Director, Mary Leonard, Health
Services Coordinator; A-Bar-Z Ponderosa Day Care Center, Vera Hooper,
Director; and Edgewcod Independent School District, Ciomara Rodriguez,
Kindergarten Supervisor.

The following consultants reviewed and critiqued the manual and
checklists:
Natalie Barraga, Ph.D., The University of.Texas at Austin, Austin,

Texas
JoAnn Braddy, M.A., ARBAC, Dardenella, Arkansas
Dick Calkins, Ph.D., The University of Texas at Austin, Austih, Texas
Margaret Emswiler, M.A., Regional Office, HEW, Dallas, Texas
Ernest Cotts, Ph.D., The University of Texas at Dallas, Dallas, Texas
Linda Gotts, Ph.D., Mental Health-Mental- Retardation Center, Austin,

Texas

Cherry Kugle, M.A., The University of Texas, R & D Center, Austin, Texas.
Frederick Martin, Ph.D., The University of Texas at Austin, Austin,

Texas
Joy Roye, M.A., Kibais Community Action, Stigler, Oklahoma
Mary Lovey Wood, M.A., Austin Speech and Hearing Clinic, Austin, Texas

-

The following external consultants conducted examinations of the
children participating in the validation studies:
Terry Furgiuele, M.D., Brackenridge Hospital, Austin, Texas
Sarah E. LeDoux, Pediatric R.N., School of Nursing, The University of

Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas
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Alice Richardson, Speech and Hearing Clinic, The University of Texas

at Austin, Austin, Texas
Diantha Scheffler, Department of Special Education, The University of

Texas at Austin, Austin, Texas
Martha Wofford, Speech and Hearing Clinic, The University of Texas at

Austin, Austin, Texas
Elena Cano Luderus, Ph.D., San Antonio Children's Center, San Antonio,

Texas
Mark Hutson, O.D., Austin, Texas
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INTRODUCTION

The Observational Checklists for Referral (OCR) were developed to
assist teachers and assistant teacherF in identifying and referring
children in need of more intensive examinati_on or evaluation by other

professionals. The OCR has been developed as z_ part of two projects
funded by the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped ("A Project To
Develop Cutliculum for Four-Year-Old Handicapped Mexiu.n American
Children," Grant No. OEG-0-74-0550 and "The Ability D(.:velopment Pro-
ject for Five-Year-Olds," Gtant No. G007500592). Initial development
was conducted primarily with four-year-old Mexican American children
and later expanded to include Anglo and Black children between the
ages of three and six years.

In 1973, at the beginning of the first project, it became evident
that teachers who had no previous training in special .education or in
identification of handicapping conditions needed a consistent and
objective method of identifying problems of preschool children. Several
checklists were collected from various sources and reviewed by the pro-

ject staff. Most uf the checklists were designed for,older children,
focused on only one area, or included technical terminology. Further,

only limited information on how to observe, refer, or follow up was
included. There was an obvious need for an interrelated set of check-
lists, written in lay terms, which (could be completed in a minimal
amount of time by the classroom teacher.

A preliminary set of checklists was developed by the project staff
and tried out by six teachers and assistant teachers in three day care
centers in Austin, Texas. Teacher feedback and staff observations
provided the basis for a revision of the checklists and design of an
initial version of the manual. In the spring of 1974, 10 teachers and
assistant teachers completed the checklists, following iLstructions in
the manual. The tedchers.and staff observers provided written feed-
back. The manual' and-thecklists were also reviewed by external con-
sultants and,J-Cy a group of toachers enrolled in a course in child
development at Austin Community College. The manual and checklists
were rellised on the basis of the information obtained. A report of
thisvt'arlier development is included in a two-volume document, Final
R4ort: A Project To Develop Curriculum for Four-Year-Old Hendicapped
Mexican American Children (Evans, J. S., 1974) and is available through
ERIC.

77:

The second version of tne OCR included an instructional manual
for the teacher, a General. Checklist to be completed for all children
in the classroom, and six Specific Checkliz:ts to be completed on all
children identified on the General Checklist as having some difficulty.

The OCR manual includes specific, detailed instructions for com-
pleting each checklist, a general discussion of each Specific C.ecklist
and the problem arca it is designed to identify, descriptions of
common behavioral manifestations of those problems, and guidelines for
making and following up referrals. Observational skills and techniques



are explained, as well as descriptions of the specific behaviors the

teachers should note in each child.

Explanations and descriptions are written in nontechnical language

for use by paraprofessional as well as professional teachers of young

children. Therefore, the language used throughout the manual is
designed for the reader who has not had extensive training in special

education, observational techniques, or screening procedures.

The General Checklist contains items which are designed for initial

identification purposes. They are designed to cover, in broad terms,,'

common visible or behavioral symptoms of problems in young children.

Each item on the General Checklist relates to one or more items on

Specific Checklists. The Specific Checklists describe unusual behaviors

or physical symptoms in greater detail. The Specific Checklists, when

coMpleted, can provide information about the child's classroom behavior,

which leads to an appropriate referral for a more comprehensive evalua-

tion by other professionals.

As a part of the second project beginning in June 1975, the revised

versicin of Che OCR manual and checklists was tried out by teachers and

'assistant teachers in Riverside Day Care Center, Austin, Texas, and by

public school kindergarten teachers in Edgewood Independent School

District, San Antonio, Texas. A pilot validation study was conducted

in Austin, Texas in an effort to determine the feasibility of conducting

a more extensive validation study. The purpose of the study was to,

determine the number of over- and under-referrals (false positives and

false negatives) by comparing teacher-administered OCR resultswith
screening evaluations by external consultants (clinical child psychol-

ogist, pediatrician, educational diagnostician, speech therapists

Spanish and English, and nurses). Results of this study are reported

in the following section, Validation Study I 1975.

The results of this validation study indicated that the usefulness

of the OCR should be expanded for older and younger children, following

revision and a more extensive validation study. Feedback obtained from

the teachers, staff observations, and data from the pilot study provided

the basis for a second revision of the manual and checklists.

Following revision of the manual and checklists, a second valida-
tion study was conducted at A-Bar-7. Ponderosa Day Care Center in Austin,

Texas, during the summer of 1976. This center was selected for the

study because there was a wide age range among the children and both

middle-income and low-income children were enrolled. This study

included 126 children ranging in age from 29 to 89 months .(mean age -

56.35 months). Results of teacher-completed checklists were compared
with professional examinations by a pediatric nurse, audiologist,
speech pathologist, psychologist, and educational diagnostician. In

order to determine which of the checklist items most accurately iden-
tified children found by the professional evaluators to have the problems
indicated, the data were subjected to a discriminant analysis. Results

of this study are reported in the following section, Validation Study
II - 1976.

2
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The OCR has been revised on the basis of reviews by external con-

sultants, user feedback, and the results of the two validation studies.

In the following sections of this technical report, the r.esults of

reviews by external consultants are summarized with more detailed

information included in Appendices A and B. User feedback or informa-

tion provided by teachers is described in the following section. This

is followed by data from the two validation studies.

The major goal in developing the OCR was tc produce a written

instrument which would assist teachers in accurately identifying

;children in need of referral for more extensive evaluation and which

;placed Tinimal reliance upon specialized training of the teachers. A

comparison of the results of the two validation studies indicates that

a training session with teachers prior to using the OCR does increase'

the accuracy of identification.% However, even without.training, the

rate_of accurate identificationits good and the rate of false negatives,

(no problem identified when one does exist) is low. The rate of false

negatives ranged from 4.3% L9 19.2% with the higher rates being for

questionable problems such as visual problems of muscle imbalance and

health problems of umbilical hernia. The positive responses by the

teachers; and assistant teachers using the OCR, none of whom had pre-

vious training in identification of existing or potentially handicapping

conditions, clearly indicate the usability of the OCR by teachers of

young children.

11
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VALIDATION STUDIES

initial design of the ObServational Checklists for Referral (OCR)

began in the fall of 1973 and the first validation studies occurred
in the spring of 1975. Through a series of studies, review and revisions,
adequate levels of content, criterion-related, and construct validity

have been demonstrated.

During the initial design and development, establishing content
validity was of primary concern -.in order to ins:ure that the checklist

items were relevant and comprehensive. The content validity has been

reassessed throughout the development the OCR.

As developMent progressed, it became vital to demonstrate the

criterion-related validity of the instrument. That is, it was important

to describe the degree of relationship between the checklist results and

professional examiner evaluations of the children. Studies conducted

by the project staff have shown that the criterion-related validity has
been enhanced in the latest versions of the OCR.

Establishing the construct validity of the OCR was the foci's of

studies completed in the fall of 1976. Statistical techniques were

employed to deterMine the degree to which certain constructs account
for the observations obtained using the OCR. The results of these

analyses indicate an adequate degree of construct validity.

Studies.of the OCR have been conducted continually since the initial

phases of development. The purpose of these studies has been to provide
data on the validity oi the instrument and to identify those parts of
the instrument needing further revision. These vaiidity'studies have
varied in method and scope,.yet each has provided the data necessary
to demonstrate some facet of the usefulness and pertinence of the instru-
ment in identifying debilitating problems of children.

1 2
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Content Validity

"Content validity is demonstrated by showing how well the content
of the test samples the class situations or subject matter about which
conclusions are to be drawn" (StanCards for Educational and Psycholog-

ical Tests and Manuals, 1966, p. 12). In the case of the OCR, content
validity was assured by the method of item selection, external consult-

ant review, 'and user feedback.

Initially, content validity was enhanced by teviewing and selecting
items from existing checklists deve1uped by agencies concerned with
specific areas of disability, such as indicants of visual problems

listed by the Optometric Association. An item pool for each checklist
was developed, comprised of items from existing checklists, recommen-
dations by teachers and special educators, and from literature relevant

to the six problem areas. The criteria used in selecting the items

for use on the ocR checkliSts were as follows: (1) The item should

describe deviant behavior in nontec"nnical terms; (2) The item should
be developmentally related to the behavior of young children; (2) The

item should be linguistically and culturally unbiased; (4) Each check-

list should be composed of items that include common behavioral indica-
tors of problems; (5) The items on each checklist should provide a
comprehensive sampling of deviant behaviors in that area, with limited
overlap between items. The checklists were then compiled on the basis

of the above criteria.

Consultants, selected on the basis of their expertise in the arc;as
covered by the OCR, were employed to evalaiate the comprehensiveness of
each checklist and the adequacy of each item relative to the purpose
of the instrument. The first consultant critique was conducted in the
fall of 1974. This initial external review of the OCR was generally
favorable and also provided recommendations for change or clarifica-
tion. In the spring of 1976, a major review of the manual and of the
checklist was performed by eight external consultants. Each reviewer
was requested to respond to specific questions related to the entire
OCR and to carefully critique specific sections of the OCR. These'

reviews were very positive. The few recommendations for changes in
the manual were incorporated in the revision. The results of these

reviews are included in 'Appendix C.

A critique to determine item relevance and reading clarity was
performed by a g-roup of 10 experienced preschool teachers during the
spring of 1975. Those teachers were selected because they were
representative of the targeted user. Their critique of the OCR was
most favorable and indicated that the earlier revisions of the check-
lists had resulted in a more Rrecise and thorough instr=ent.

User feedback has provided anKR-rik measure of conten validity of-
the OCR. Since the fall of 1974, wriften and oral feedback has been
gathered from more than 40 classroom teachers who have uF;ed the OCR.
The most recent feedback (1976) has confirmed the appropriateness and

5
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relevance of'the checklist items in describing the problem areas. It

is apparent that user *feedback has become more favorable with each

revision of the OCR.

I 1
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Criterion-related Validity

"Criterion-related validity is demonstrated by comparing the test

scores with one or more external variables considered to provide a

direct measure of the characteristic or behavior in question" (Standards

for Educational and Psychological Tests and Manuals, 1966, P. 13). Two

major studies have been undertaken to determine the criterion-related

validity of 'the OCR. In both studies, teachers' ratings of students

on the OCR were compared with actual examinations and ratings of the

children by trained or qualified examiners. The purpose of these

studies was to deterMine the extent to which teacher observations, based

on the OCR, agreed with the problerls identified by expert examiners.

7
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Construct Validity

Construct validity is determined by "the degree to which explanatory

concepts or constructs account for performance on the test" (Standards

for Educational and Psychological Tests and Manuals, 1966, p. 13). In

the case of the OCR, construct validity was determined through the use

of a Multiple Discriminant Analysin. This analysis determined the

presence of checklist items and clusters of items that discriminate

between the expert examiner ratings (1 through 4). Therefore, since

the examiner ratings indicate the presence or absence of problem areas,

at least one cf the items on each Checklist must discriminate between

the examiner categories if tha OCR is actually identifying a child's

problem. At least one significant root was found for each prob1e94:

area. Thus the predicted results*were found for all of the checklists,

thereby establishing construct validity for each checklist in the CCR.

It is not surprising that a high degree of construct validity was
demonstrated for the OCR since the OCR data are objective observations

of problem-related behavior. That is, since little inference is being
made about the child's condition, the OCR observations provide a direct
and objective measure of the Construct in question.

Content, Criterion-related and Construct Validity have been demon-

strated for the checklists on the OCR. Studiea conducted over the-last

two years have demonstrated high levels of validity (construct, criterion-

\ related and content) in all except the Motor area. These studies have

thereby shown that the OCR does perform the function for which it was

designed. That is, it enables the observer to more precisely identify
children who might be experiencing a debilitating problem.

18
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STUDY I 1975

The first study to determine the criterion-related validity of the

OCR was conducted during December of 1975. The study included a total

of 87 male and female preschool subjects evrofled in day-care centers
in the Austin area. The children ranged in age from 76 to 37 months,

with a mean age of 54.2 months. The subjects were Black and Mexican

American children from low income backgrounds. The external exnminers

were professionals in the areas of Clinical Child Psychology, Pediatrics,
Educational Diagnostics, ;:peech Pathology, and Nursing:

iProcedure

Teachers and assistant teachers from four classrooms met with the
project staff and received instructions regarding the purpose of the

study and instrucions on completing the checklists. Assistant teachers

were asked to assist the teachers in observing the children and coo-

tributing information. The OCR manual and the General Checklists for
each child were given to the teachers at the coaclusion of the meeting.
Approximately one week later, a project staff member met with the
teachers individually to answer their questions, collect the General
Checklists, and distribute Specific Checklists to be cbmpleted for

children identified on the General Checklist. The comideted Specific
Checklists were collected the following week and reviewed by the project

staff. Throughout the time that the teachers were completing the '
checklists, project staff members were continually available to respond
to questions.

The next step in the validation process was to verify the checklist
information through individual examinations by professionals in each

area covered on the OCR. For financial reasons it was not.possible to
have all the children checked by a professional in each of the areas.
Therefore, different numbers of children were examined in each area.

The examiner ratings were compared with the teacher ratgs on
'the OCR. The actual rate and percPntage of agreement between the teacher
jatings on the OCR and the examiner ratings are portrayed in Table I
c).7 the areas of Behavior, Health, Hearing, Speech and Language,

Potor, and Vision. The frequency of agreement between the OCR ratings
4ows the number and percentage of children with a positive OCR rating
(a problem identified by the teacher) who were also identified by the
e).miner, that is, accueate positive identifications. The second column
shas the degree of agreement between the OCR results and the examiners'
fin(ings on children found to have no problems or acturate negative
idemfications. If identifications were 100% accurate, all children
examined would fall into one of these WO columns. Total accurate
identfications (correct positives -:- correct negatives) are shown in
column, three. Thus the 1975 version of the I1 shows an accuracy of

56.37. *.or the Health Checklist, '2.7% for the Behavior Checklist, 77%
fcr the. Speech and Language Checklist, and 75.9%, for the Hearing
Checklist. False positives (over-identification), or identifications

9
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TABLE I

Frequency and Percentage of Agreement/Nonagreement Between OCR and.Examiner Observations

1975 VaHdity Study

CONFIRMED IDENTIFICATION UNCONFIRMED IDENTIFICATION

OCR-POSITIVE

EXAMINER-

POSITIVE

CHEKLIST

OCR-NEGATIVE

EXAMINER-

NEGATIVE

No./%

TOTAL

OCR-EXAMINER

AGREEMENT

No./%

OCR-POSITIVE

EXAMINER-

NEGATIVE

No.1% .

OCR-NEGATIVE

EXAMINER-

POSITIVE

Nod%

TOTAL

OCR-EXAMINER

NON-AGREEMENT

No./%

TOTAL

No./%

Hearing 7 /12.1Z 37 /63.8% 44 /75.9% 11,/ 19.0% 3 / 5.1% 14 /24.1% 58 /1007

:Teech/Language 12 /16.2% 45

,
/

/60A% 57 /77.0% 8 /10.8% 9 /12.1% 17 /22.9% 74 /100%

Behavior 13 /59.17, 3 /13.6% 16 /72.7% 1 / 4.6% 5 /23.7% 6 /28.3% 22 /100%

Health 6 /18.87, 18 /37.5% 24 /56.3% 4 /12.5% 10 /31.2% 14 /43,7% 38 /10070

Vision 0 / 0 % 85 /97.7% 85 /97.7% 0 / 0 % 2 / 2.3% 2 / 2.3% 87 /100%

Motor 3 / 0 I° 61 /85.9% 61 /85.9% 9 /12.7% 1 / 1.4% 10 /14.1% 81 /100%

18



by examiners which were not made by nachers using the OCR, are shown in

the fourth column. False negatives (under-identification), or identifi-

cation of problems by examiners which were not identified by teachers,

are shown in the fifth column.

Hearing screenings were conducted with health aides under the

direction of a nurse for 58 of the children, Portable audiometers were

used for the screenings which were conducted in an empty clasbroom.

Because of external noise level, these streenings were performed at

40 db, across only three frequencies (500, 1,000, 4,000 Hz.). Data

from the hearing screenings should be considered with caution as the

testing conditions were less than ideal. On the basis of the data

obtained, there was 75.92 agreement between the OCR results and the

screenings, 19% over-referrals or false positives (11 children identi-

fied on the checklist who passed the screening) and 5-.1% under-referrals

or false negatives () children were not checked on the Hearing Checklist

who did not pass the screening).

Speech and Language screenings were conducted by a certified Speech.

Pathologist using the Goldman-Fristoe Sounds in Words. A total of 74

children were included in this examination. Of all the checklists,

the Specch Checklist provided the highest rate of agreement be,tween

OCR rcsults and screening by the examiner. Correct identification was

77.0Z, over-referrals (OCR Checklist positive, examiner rating negative)

was 10.8% and under-referrals (no checks on the Speech Checklist,

positive identification of problems by the examiner) was 12.1%.

Verification,of the Behavior Checklist required a more involved

procedure. A Clinical Child Psychologist observed individual children
in the classrooms at various times throughout the day. Each child

was obserVed on at least-three occasions for a period of 30 minutes to

one hour.: This required several hours of observation and therefore it

was not feasible to include all children. Thus, five children from

each of the four classrooms were selected for intensive observations.

In each classroom, four children were randomly selected from the group

of children who had been checked on the OCR as having some type of

problem, and one child was selected from the group of children checked

as having no observable problem. The list of names was given to the

psychologist who then observed the children. The psychologist had not

seen the OCR manual or checklists and was not aware of whichchildren
had been identified by the teacher. The psychologist was asked to

observe 'each child and to list those children with identifiable problems
in need of special assistance. In the process of observation, the
psychologist identified two additional children whose names were not
included on the original list for observation. Thus, a total of 22

children were obscrved. The total percentage of accurate identifica-
tions was 72.7%; the percentage of over-referrals (identified by the
teacher but not by the psychologist). was 4.6% (1 child), and five
children or 23.7% were not identified by the teacher but identified
by the psychologist, thus constituting under-referral.

Health screenings were conducted by a pediatrician, following a
form used by the day-care center (see Appendix E). The pediatrician

11
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had not seen the OCR manual or the health Checklist and was not aware
of the type of inforLiation included. As for the behavior screenings,
it was not economically feasible for all children to be examined.
Therefore, ten children who had been identified on the Health Check-
list were scheduled for medical examinations as well as ten children
who had not been identified. The medical examinations progressed more
rapidly than had been anticipated and the physician had time to
examine additional children. Therefore, the decision was made to
examine as many children as possible from the two classrooms for 5-

year-olds. This decision was based on the probability that these
children would be entering public school the following year and were
most in need of medical screening. An additional 18 children were
examined, bringing the total number of children included to 38.

Comparison of the Health Checklist identifications with the
physician examinations was more complex than for the other checklists.
The physician identified some problems which were not related to the
checklist items, such as umbilical hernias or enlarged tonsils. In

4 the analysis of the data, these were not considered as constituting an
under-referral as teachers would not be expected to examine for or
recognize these problems. Of the ten under-referrals (OCR7negative,
Examiner-positive), ei-ght children had dental caries which were
identified by the physician but not observed by the .teacher. The

degree of severity was not defined and teachers rarely notice dental
caries unless they are extremely severe. However, as there is an

item, "bad teethu,, on the Health Checklist, this was considered an
under-referral. Had this single item not been considered an tmder-
referral, the rate of examiner-OCR agreement would have been much
higher.

The total number of accurate identifications was 56.3%, the
number and percentage of over-referrals (Health Checklist but no
problem identified by the physician) was 12.5% and the number of
under-referrals (no Health Checklist but problem identified by
physician) was 31.2%

Visual screenings were conducted for all the children .by health
aides working under the direction of a nurse. The Snellen E chart, a
m,!asure of.distance acuity, was the only measure used. None.of the
children had been identified as having possible problems on the visual
checklist, and only two children were identified by the examiner.
This information was not included in the analysis for several reasons.
The data provided a false picture of the accuracy of the Visual Check-
list; that is, 85 of the 87 identifications ere accurate--no check on
the Visual Checklist and no identified problem, and only 2 of the 87

were possible under-identifications. This is misleading information

as only distance vision was checked. Furthermore, the children's
responses to the direction in whfch the stimulus (E) faced were erratic.

It was difficult to deteimline whether the children understood the task.

The data were subjected to two typof-; of statistical analysis:
Square analySis (Table II) and Point bi5erial correlation (Table III).
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TABLE II

-7 Chi Square and p Values for

CHECKLIST

OCR and Examiner Agreement

1975 Study

CHI SQUARE
VALUE

Speech/Language 13.48 .0001

Hearing 8.57 .0001

Behavior 3.14 .08

Health .83 .30

Vision No analysis

2 2
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TABLE III

Correlation Coefficients and p Values for

OCR Ratings and Examiner Ratings

1975 Study

CHECKLIST

CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT

p VALUE
_LESS THAN

Speech/Language .610 .01

Hearing .591 .01

Behavior .524 .01

Health .670 .01

Vision .820 .01

2 3
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A 2 x 2 Contingency Chi Square analysis was performed on the frequency

of identification data for each problem area. The results of these

analyses are presented in Table IT. As noted in Table II, the Chi

Square values for the Speech and Hearing data were signfficant, while

the X- value for the Behavior data approached but did not reach
significance (P = .08). The analyses indicate a significant rate of
agreement between the OCR results and the examiner evaluations on the

Speech Checklist and the Hearing Checklist. The physician who con-
ducted the health examinations included the identification of health-
related problems outside the scope of the checklist (e.g., tubes in
ears and immunizations not up to date) . It is possible that significant
results might have been found had the physiciau simply attempted to
determine the presence of observable health-related problems.

In order to describe the degree of relationship betweea the examiner
ratings and the OCR results, a point-biserial correlation was performr.d

on these data. The correlation coefficients for eaeh df the problem

areas (Speech/Language, Hearin, Behavior, Health, and Vision) were

found to be significant (P<.-:, .01). The correlation coefficients
coupled with the nonsignificant Chi Square values, suggest that the
agreeMent between the OCR data and the examiner ratings in the Health
and Behavior Areas occurred nriellarily in the extreme cases where the

child received an examiner rating of 1;1 "No problem" or 114 "Definite

problem." These findings indicate that the Bhavi.or Health Check-

lists are more accurate in discriminatiny bet.,:een those cases at the

extremes of the scale. ele conclusion is not surprising since the

cases that fall in the middic range of the scale are by definition the

more ambignoes problems and thereby more dlirficult for the teacher as

well as the examiner to identify.
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STUDY II - 1976

The OCR manual and checklists were extensively revised following
the previous study, in an effort to improve the accuracy of the OCR.
A second study was conducted during JUne, 1976 to assess the validity .
of the revised OCR with a wider age range of children from different
socioeconomic backgrounds than those sampled in the 1975 study. This
study included 126 subjects (63 male and 63 female) ranging in age
from 29 to 89 months (K = 56.4 months; S. D. = 13.4 months), attending
a private day center in Austin, Texas. Thirty-one of the subjects
were Black and ,e_xican American children from low-income families,
and the remainder were children from middle-income families.

The same basic procedure was followed in this study as in the 1975
study. The external examiners were professionals in the areas of
Speech Pathology, Audiology, Nursing, Educational Psychology-and
Diagnostics, and Optometry. In this study, data from the vision
screening were included in the analysis as a more comprehensive screen-
ing was performed. 7dowever, data from the motor screening were not
included in the data analyses, since once again, too few children were
identified in this araa.

Procedure

Teachers from six classrooms met briefly with the project director
to.receive instructions regarding the purpose of the study. As a
secondary purpose of this study was to determine the effectiveness of
the OCR when used without project staff instructions or direction, the
teachers were asked to read the manual and discuss it with each other
prior to completing the checklists. Each teacher was given a complete
set of checklists (General plus each Specific Checklist) for all the
children in each classroom. No further instructions wer9 given and
the checklists were collected at the end of one week.

Following collection of the checklists, individual examinations
were performed by professional experts in each area co;vered in the OCR.
Although the examinations were more extensive than tlise performed in
the previous study and more children were included, it was not financially
feasible to have all of the children exiamined. .Therefore, different
numbers of children were examined in eAh area.

Criterion-related validity for each checklist was determined by
comparing the examiner ratings with OCR ratings by the teLchers. The
actual numbers and percentages of agreement between the teacher ratings
on the OCR and the examiner ratings are shown in Table IV for the areas
of Hearing, Speech and Language, Behavior, Health, and Vision. The
frequency of agreement between the OCR raLings and the examiner
ratings are shown in each column. The first column shows the number
and percentage of children with a positive OCR rating (a problem iden-
tified by the teacher) who were also identified by the examiner--that
is, acyitate positive identifications. The second column portrays the
degreeagreement between the OCR results and the examiners findings

I 6
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TABLE IV

Frequency and Percentage of Agreement/Nonagreement Between OCR and Examiner Observations

1976 Validity Study

CONFIRMED IDENTIFICATION UNCONFIRIED IDENTIFICATION

CHECKLIST

OCR-POSITIVE

EXAMINER-

POSITIVE

No./%

OCR-NEGATIVE

EXAMINER-

NEGATIVE

No./%

TOTAL

OCR-EXAMINER

AGREEMENT

No./%

OCR-POSITIVE

EXAMINER-

NEGATIVE

No./%

OCR-NEGATIVE

EXAMINER-

POSITIVE

No./%

TOTAL

OCR-EXAMINER

NON-AGREEMENT

No.1%

TOTAL

No./%

Hearing 13 /71.8% 66 /60.0% 79 /71.8% 25 /22.7% 6 / 5.5% 31 /28.2% 110 /100%

Speech/Language 14 /14.0% 51 /51.0% 65 /65.0% 21 /21.0% 14 /14.0% 35 /35.0% 100 /100%

Behavior 11 /23.9% 16

r

/34.7% 27 /58.6% 17 /36.9% 2 / 4.3% 19 /41.27, 46 /100%
,

1

Health 10 /12.2% 27 /32.9% 37 /45.1% 35 /42.7% 10 /12.27, 45 /54.9% 82 /100%

Vision 8 /30.8% 10 /38.6% 18 /68.6% 3 /11.6% 5 /19.2% 8 /30.8% 26 /100%
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on chi.Thren found to have no or accurate negative identifi-

catior- .
Total accurate idenLi ieations (correct positives + correct

negat -:7s) are shown in column three. Thus the 1976 version of the OCR

shows .n accuracy of 45.1% for the Health Checklist, 58.6% for the

Behavlor Checklist, 65.0% for_the Speech and Language Checklist, and

71.8Z for the Hearing Checklist. False positives (over-identification),

or ideifications by examiners which were not made by teachers usin!-]

the OCR, are shol'm in the fourth column. False negatives (under-iden-

tification), or identification of problems by examiners which were not

identified by teachers, are shown in the fifth column.

Hearing screenings were conducted for 110 children by a certified

audiologist in an isolated, carpeted room. The equipment utilized in

the screening procedure included a Beltone 10-D portable audiometer.

The electroacoustic pathway terminated in a matched pair of TDH-39

receivers mounted in MX-41AR cushions. The stimulus was demonstrated

for each child before the headset was placed on the'child's head. A

100 db. EfL (ANSI) 2000 Hz pure tone was introduced as the child

listened, and the examiner noted that the tone was heard. When the

child also indicated that the tone was heard, the headset was placed

on his or her head and the final instructions were given. These

instructions were to-raise a hand every time a "little soft beep"

was heard. The children were then tested using a 25 db. HTL (ANSI)

pure tones ranging in frequency from 500 Hz through 8000 Hz. There

was 71.8% agreement between the OCR results and the screenings, 22.7%

over-referral:: or false positives (25-children identified on the

checklist who passed the screening) and 5.5% under-referrals or false

negatives (6 children were not checked on the Hearing Checklist who

did not pass the screening).

Speech and Language Screenings were conducted by a certified Speech

Pathologist following a screening survey form used In the Department of

Speech Pathology and Audiology at The University of Texas at Austin

(see Appendix F). A total of 100 children were included in this

examination. The screening took from:five to fifteen minutes per child.

The proCedures used varied according to the age level of the child

and included having the children name pictures, repeat sentences, tell

stories, provide information about themselves (name, age, sex, birthday,

etc.), count, identify colors, identify body parts, repeat digits,

blend sounds auditorily, answer wh-- questions, et:2. Oral,peripheral

examinations were performed and spontaneous speech was elicited from

each child. Correct identification was 65.07, over-referrals (OCR

Checklist positive, examiner rating negative) wcs 21.0% and under-

referrals (no checks on the Speech Checklist, positive identification

of problems by the examiner) was 14.0%.

Again, verification of the Behavior Checklist required a more

involved procedure. An educational diagnostician with advanced degrees

in Early Childhood, Special Education, observed individual children in

the classrooms at various times throughout the day. Each child was

observed on at least two occasions for a period of 30 minutes to One

hour. This required several hours.of observation and therefore it was

not Jeasible to include all children. From each of five classrooms,
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10 children ere selected by the project staff for observation. With-
in each classroom, five children were selected from those who had been
identified by the teacher on the Behavior Checklist, and five children
who had not been identified were. selected. The list of names was given
to the examiner who then observed the children during free play, inde-
pendent and group activities. The examiner was not able to observe all
the listed children due to time limitations, therefore data were avail-
able for only 46 children. The percentage of accurate identifications
was 58.6Z; the percentage of over-referrals (identified by the teacher
but not by the examiner) was 36.97; and two children, or 4.3%, were not
identified by the teacher but were identified by the examiner, thus
constituCing under-referrals. A number of the over-referrals occurred
in the three-year-old classroom in which the teacher had identified
crying as a major problem.

Health screenings were coaducted by a registered pediatric nurse,
following a form used in training public school nurses. The nurse
had not seen the OCR manual or Health Checklist and was not aware of
the type of information included. As for the Behavior screenings,
it was not economically feasible for all children to be examined. The
45 children checked on the Health Checklist as well alf 37 additional
children were screened for physical 'problems. A total of 82 children
were screened for health problems. Again, comparison of the Health
Checklist identifications with the physical examinationsowas more cora-.
plex than for the other checklists. The nurse examined each child for
diseases of the eyes, ears, nose, throat, heart, and lungs, as well as
observing the child while walking, hopping, jumpthg, and dressing and
undressing. Several problems not directly related to the checklist.
items, such as tubes in the ears, ,lere identified. This was included
on the data analysis, however, as this can constitute a problem. (This
also indicated a definite need for addition to the Health Checklist of
pertinent medical information affecting the child's activities.) The
total number of accurate identifications was 37 or 45.1%. The under-
referrals were 12.2% (primarily ear,tubes), and over-referrals were
47.7%.

Vision screenings were conducted by an optometrist for 26 children.
All children (N=11) who had been identified on the Visual Checklist were
included as well as children selected at random from among those who had
not been identified on the Visual Checklist. The optometrist used either
the Snellen E chart or a picture chart, depending upon the age and
responsiveness of the children, and checked for muscle imbalance and
eye disease. Correct identification or agreement between Checklist
results an: optometrist screenings occurred in 68.6% of the comparisons.
There were 3 over-referrals (Checklist positive, examination negative) and
5 or 19.2% under-referrals (Checklist negative, examination positive).

The data were subjected to two types of statistical analysis: Chi
Square (Table V) and Point Biserial coirelation (Table VI). Two by Two
Contingency Chi Square analyses were performed on these data (Table V).
These analyses resulted in significant Chi Square values for the areas
of Hearing, Speech, and Behavior, The X2 value for the vision data
approached but did not reach significance (Pc': .07). It was noted that
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CHECKLIST

TABLE V

Chi Square and p Values for.

OCR and Examiner Agreement

1976 Validation Study

CHI SQUARE
VALUE

Behavior 4.29 .03

Hearing 11.66 .0001

Health .254 ns .70

Speech/Language 3.85 .05

Vision 3.09 .07

20
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TABLE VI

Correlation Coefficients and p Values for

OCR Findings and Examiner Ratings

1976 Validation Study

CHECKLIST
CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT

p VALUE
LESS THAN

Behavior .515 .01

Hearing .584 .01

Health .507 .01

Speech/Language .623 .01

Vision .632 .01

31
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in the Health area the examiner identified ir':-elevant problem areas
(e.g., tubes in ears). Again, had the exar ,er focused only on health
problems as related to the condition of the child at the time of
examination, the results might have been significant. Overall, the
findings of these analyses iudicate a significant rate of agreement
between the teacher evaluations using the OCR and the opinions of the
expert evaluators, in identifying childreu wh speech, hearing, or
behavior problems. The rate of agreement for vision problems was high
but nonsignificant.

Further analyses were employed to determine the degree of agreement
between the OCR results and the examiners' ratings. Point biserial
correlations were -performed on the data in the areas of speech, hearing,
behavior, and health. These analyses resulted 'in correlation coeffi-
cients ranging from .51 (Health) to .63 (Vision). All of the correlation
coefficients were significant at the P<:.01 level. These analyses
indicate that,the rate and degree of agreement of the OCR results with
expert ratings is significant for the SpeeCh, Hearing, Behavior, Vision,
and Health Checklists. These findings establish a high degree of
Criterion-Related validity for the Vision, Speech, Hearing, and Behavior
Checklists. Once again, the significant correlatiork,coefficient found
in the Health and Vision areas coupled with nonsignificant X2 values
suggests that the Health and Vision Checklists are more accurate in
discriminating those cases at the extremes of the raters' scale (i.e.,
#1 "No problem" and 114 "Definite problem." Overall, the results
indicate that improvements in accuracy of prediction have beep made
over the 1975 version of the OCR and that a moderate to high degree of
Criterion-Related validity has been established for the entire checklist.
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STUDY I AND II COMPARISONS

A comparison of the results of the 1975 and 1976 Criterionrelated
validity studies indicates a higher rate of OCRExaminer agreement in
some areas on the more recent study and a lower rate in other areas.
There seem to be several plausible reasons for these unexpected findings.
First, in the 1975 study, the teachers were trained in the use of the
OCR and in the identification of problems in children. In the 1976
study, the teachers were simply given the OCR manual and asked to read it.
The training provided in the earlier study may have outweighed the
deficiencies in the earlier version of the OCR, thereby increasing the
accuracy of identification. Secondly, the examiner screenings in the
areas of hearing and vision were more stringent in the-1976 study. In

the 1975 study the vision and hearing screenings were conducted by
paraprofessionals using relatively crude methods and instruments, whereas
the screenings in the 1976 study were conducted by an Audiologist and an
Optometrist. The examinations by the professionals were more compre
hensive and more thorough than those conducted in the 1975 study.
Finally, the screening conducted to identify social/emotional problems
in the 1975 study also included the identifization of learning problems.
Following this study, the BehaVior Checklist was divided into two
separate checklists.to identify behavioral and learning problems. In
general it seems as thoug!- the 1976 study was a more realistic use of
the OCR and employed more stringent methods in confirming the teacher
observations than were employed in the 1975 study.
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RECOMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

Several areas for future study have grown out of the validation

research on the OCR. While past research on the OCR has confirmed
its usefulness in identifying young children in need of referral for
specialized examination or testing, it has also provoked questions con
cerning its applicability to older children and ways to enhance its
accuracy in identifying problem areas.

One important question that has not been addressed is: Do teachers

who use the OCR make more appropriate and accurate referrals than teachers .

who do not use the OCR? Based upon prervious experience of the project
staff and the examiners, teacher referrals are frequently ambiguous
statements such as "...is always getting in trouble" or "...doesn't
try." However, research is needed to clearly determine whether more
accurate and specific identifications are obtained when using the

OCR. Another variable that may enhance the accuracy of referrals is
the training provided in addition to reading the manual and using the
checklists. It might be determined that a trained observer akes more

accurate referrals than does an untrained observer. Thus i using the
variables of no training, training for general'observation,,, training for
observation using the OCR, and use of the OCR with no training, the
effectiveness of training with Che OCR could be more clearly determined.

Another possibility for future research would be a comparison of
parent observations versus teacher observations using the OCR. This
would simply be an-expansion of the past criterionrelated validity
studies on the OCR. It might be determined that accuracy of referral
can be enhanced by using one or both sets (Pvrent and Teacher of
observations.)

Another possibility for future study of the OCR would be to evaluate
the relevance of the OCR to older children. The purpose of this study
would be to simply determine the c.ge range where the OCR observations
are most appropriate. Conversely, it would be determined at what age
the observations are no longer relevant.

It is apparent that a number of studies could be conducted on the
OCR. However, at this time it seems to be more relevant to answer
questions concerning the exphnded use of the instrument, and ways in
which the accuracy of the OCR can be further increased.
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CONSULTANT REVIEWS

External consultants reviewed the OCK manual and checklists
during May and June of 1976. . Five consultants were selected on the
basis of their particular areas of expertise as related to specific
sections of the OCR, and two reviewers were.selected because of their
experience in rural areas outsfde of Texas. Following an explanation
of the review task, a letter, the manual and checklists, and review
instructions were mailed to each consultant. A copy of the letter and
the review instructions are included in Appendix B.

Consultants partieipating in this phase of development and their
particular emphasis areas were!

4V 1. Dr. Ernest Gotts, Department of Special Education, University
of Texas, Dallas, Texas, who reviewed the manual and checklists'
for overall applicability to young children.

2. Dr. Natalie Barraga, Department of Special Education, Univer-
sity of Texas, Austin, Texas, who reviewed the manual and
checklists with particular emphasis on visual sections.

3. Dr. Frederick Martin, Department of Speech Communication,
University of Texas, Austin, Texas, who reviewed the manual
and checklists with particular emphasis on the auditory
section.

4. Dr. Mary Lovey Wood; Austin Speech and Language and Hearing
Center, Austin; Texas, who reviewed speech sections of the
manual and checklists.

5. Dr. Linda Gotts, Austin Mental Health/Mental Retardation
Center, Austin, Texas, who reviewed the manual and checklists
with particular emphasis on the social/emotional sections.

6. Ms. JoAnn Braddy, ARBAC, Box 248, Dardenella, Arkansas, who
reviewed the manual and checklists with particular emphasis
on the applicability of the OCR to rural areas.

7. Ms. Joy Roye, Kibais Communfty Action Foundation, Box 473,
Stigler, Oklahoma, who reviewed the manual and checklists
with particular emphasis on the app icability of the OCR to
rural areas.

In addition, Ms. Margaret Emswiler, Child Development and Educa-
tion Specialist, Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Regional
Office, alsnreviewed the OCR and added suggestions on the manual.

Reviewers were requested to provide written reports in response
to the following areas:

1. Suggestions for modifications to the instructional manual:.
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2. Specific suggestions for additions and/or deletions to the

General Checklist whiCa would provide for more accurate

referral to the appropriate Specific Checklist.

3. Specific suggestions for additions and/or deletion,; Lo the

Specific Checklists which would enhance the probability of

accurate identification of children having difficulty.

4. Any suggestions which might serve to limit the over- and

under-referral rate.

5. A general statement of assessment of specific parts of the

OCR and of the measure as a whole. This includes assessment

of the need for such a measure and its usefulness'in aiding

teachers in communicating with professionals in providing

referral information.

6. Evaluation of the clarity and readability of the manual as a

whole.

7. Any additional suggestions for revision.

The complete written teports from all consultants are included in

Appendix C. In several cases, the consultants also wrote'in the OCR

manual. This information has not been reproduced, but is, available

from SEDL. Responses to items 1 through 4 and item 7 were reviewed
and incorporated into the revised version of'the OCR.

Items 5 and 6 provided information on the overall value of the

OCR. General Comments regarding the usability of the OCR and recom-
mendations for further development, compiled and summarized from the

complete reviews for ease of reading, follow.

1. Dr. Ernest Cotts

I am really pleased to see the excellent job of putting to-
gether you have done on the OCR... (Memo, Page 1)

...Even the field of special education where teachers are
supposed to be highly trained and so forth, seems to skimp
on preparing teachers to look for signs of problems. This

type of material could be used by a resource or helping
teacher to train classroom teachers in early childhood to
refer in potential problems. The instructions for the OCR

could be stronger in encouraging teachers to insist'on
recommendations that are relevant for classroom activities
and specific enough to be implemented... (Item 5, E. C. Review)

2. Dr. Natalie Barraga

Overall, the OCR should be a very useful tool for teachers of
all young children, especially those who have less sophisti-
cated preparation, or those who really do not know what is
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normal or unusual in a child's behavior. There is a definite

need for such a measure for day care centers, Head Start

program's, Early Childhood Education Programs, and even pri-

mary teachers in the public schools. My experience indi-

cates that unless workers and teachers have had some special

educntion training, many simply do not know that certain

behaViors indicate any type of problem or do not think about

anything wrong... Just having the medical terms explained id

understandable language will make teachers more eomfortable

and more willing to make referrals. (Item 5, N.B. Review)

3. Dr. Frederick Martin

In my opinion, this is a well-done pamphlet. Publications

of this sort are often overly technical and disinterest the

very persons they are trying to reach. You have struck a

balance between brevity and detail wjth no major sacrifiCe

in accuracy, although I am certain that there are purists

from each special arca who night groan at the oversimplifi-

cations (Cover letter, page 1, F. M. Review).

As implied earlier, my general impression of the OCR is

favorable...The manual is generally clear and well writt-n.

(Cover letter, page 2, response to items 5 and 6, F. M.

Review)

4. Dr. Mary Lovey Wood

I am very impressed with the OCR and with the exception of

those suggestions I have listed, I have no changes. I would

like a chance to see a follow up study after this has been

in effect for a year (Item 5, M.L.W. Review).

5. Dr. Linda Gotts

As a result of consultation with various preschools in the

Austin area, I see a definite need for a measure such as the

OCR which can be used by teachers to identify children who

could bfmefit from specIal help before they begin to fail in

school. It is important, of course, to do this without the

stigma of labels, which the OCR successfully manages to avoid.

ThE: information on the checklists should be useful and rele-

vant to the professionals to whom the teachers are referring

children. Also, the checklist format provides significant

information quickly and is more likcly to be read by busy

professionals than lengthy written reports.

The ideas in the OCR seem :o have been carefully thought out,

with the important points
emphasized and repeated throughout.

There is sufficient detail on
the checklists to be helpful

but not so much detail that the teacher trying to fill them

out will be overwhelmed.
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The instructions for each checklist do an adequate job of

explaining the various areas covered in the checklist, so

that any confusion arising over specific items would usually

be clarified by referring to the instructions. In general,

the items selected for each specific checklist do a good

job of covering the pertinent behaviors or symptoms for that

problem area. In short the OCR seems to me to be fairly well

polished in its present form.

6. Ms. JoAnn Braddy

The measure seems excellent to me. I would be anxious for

this to be used in my program. There is without question a

need for such a measure. I particularly like the explanations

prior to the specific checklists. It appears to be written

in terms that nonprofessional staff could use the measures.

I feel very, very positive toward the measures.

7. Ms. Joy Roye

From my experience of directing a Head Start program in a

rural area I can sta'ze emphatically that there is a need to

help teachars recognize the importance of observing indivi

dual children and communicate the appropriate information

to professionals (Item 1, J.R. Review).



TEACHER FEEDBACK

Teachers from A-Bar-Z Ponderosa Day Care Center aad from River-
side Day Care Center in Austin, Texas participated in a validation
study of the OCR in June 1976. Each teacher read the manual and
completed checklists for the children in her classroom. After the
checklists had been completed, the teachers were asked to complete a
feedback form on the manual and checklists (see Appendix C).

The first page of the feedback form provided space for the
teachers to rate the checklists and manual on a,five-point descrip-
tive scale. The following three pages provided space for individual
responses to specific questions and suggestions for change.

The 'nformation provided by teachers was used, in combination
with reviews by external consultants and actual data obtained through
the validation study, in making final revisions of the manual and
checklists. As the manual and checklist are intended for use by the
classroom teacher, all teacher suggestions were most ,carefully
considered in making revisions.

On the following pages, the actual teacher-ratings and verhaLin.
comments Lre shown for the 15 tc -.rs who returned the forms.

Responses were not given to some of the questions, and some of the
checklists were not used by'some teachers.
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FEEDBACK DATA

User ratings of tlle checklists

:HECKLISTS

General Checklist
Health Checklist
Vision Checklist
Hearing Checklist
Speech Checklist
Behavior Checklist
Motor Checklist
Ease of Administration

Excellent Good Average Poor Useless

User ratings of the manual

MANUAL

Introductory Chapter
Health Chapter
Vision Chapter
Hearirig Chapter
Speech Chapter
BehaviOr Chapter
Motor Chapter

Excellent Good Average Poor Useless

XXXXXXXXXX XXXXX

XXXXXXXXX XXXX

XXXXXXXXX XXXX

XXXXXXXXX XXX

XXXXXXX XXXX

XXXXXXXXX XXX

XXXXXXX XXXX
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USER COMENTS

Referral Sections (Were sections on pages 11, 17, 22, 28, 37, and 43

helpful?)

-Explaining what kind of doctor helps the teacher talk to the

parents. I think they were very clear and would help a teacher

in the follow through.

-Yes

-Reminded me of several important points. Am sure it was helpful

to parents.

-Yes

-OK

-Yes

GenEral ReliP.bility: (Was the manual easy to read and understand?)

-Yes

-Yes

-I found the manual readable, but I wondered whether or not the

parents of WIN children would understand the explanations. Some

of them are poor readers and would become frustrated at trying to

read all thR:words.*

(*This refers to the fact that a copy of the manual was given to

the parents who indicated an interest in reviewing the manual

and checklists. This was done in order to determine whether

parents were interested in and the feasi:_dlity of developing

a parents version of the OCR.)

-Very Easy

-It was easy to read, but I. felt I shoule read it the second

time to really understand it.

-Yes

-Yes

-OK

-OK
41
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Illustrations: (Help toward understanding text; Contribution toward

format)

-I think the illustrations were very helpful. It's easier to
notice something wrong when you have seen it in a picture.

-Yes

Yes; I definitely feel illustrations should be included. They

break up pages of explanations and attract your attention

inmediately. Also, I think they are helpful for some parents.

OK

-Very helpful

-Yes

Organization: (Was manual clearly organized?)

Yes, a person could-read one section at a time ar4 do the

proper things.

Yes

Yes

-Yes

OK

-Yes
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Suggestioris for chanu,e in either checklists or chapters:

1. General

:-There needs to be more questions on vision. The question "seems
to have trouble seeing" is too general. In a small child, it
is hard to tell vision problems.

-I was surprised to see nothing about a child's self-concept.

-No changes

-OK as is

2. Health

-Condition of hair? If there are scars on the body and where?

-I think frequency of bedwetting shoule be mentioned. Perhaps a

space should be pr.ovided to record any medications being taken
and/or operations such as adenoid, ear, eye, etc.

3. Vision

-No suggestions given by any user.

4. Hearing

-Maybe a question concerning a child c -ing his ears with his
hands as soon as a record begins to p. or when singag.

5. Speech

-No suggestions given by any user.

6. Social/Emotional

-Maybe a question about,a child being overly possessive to the
extent of hiding toys or dividing the toy into parts and hiding
the parts in different locations, for example.

-There was n9 mention of child's insecurity or sensitivity
specifically.

7. Motor

-Since quite a few children wear corrective shoes while young,
perhaps a statement about it could be included.
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Which section(s) was (were) most important to you?

-Health and Speech

- Social/Emotional or Behavioral

- Social/Emotional or Behavioral and Hearing

Behavioral and Health

-Behavior and Health

- Speech

-Behavior

-Hearing and Speech

Which section(s) was (were) least important to you?

-Fine motor is so new to some three year olds it is hard to tell
if they are weak in that area unless it is to an extreme.

-Visual -- I found it hard to evaluate.

-They were all important.

What other tests have you used to screen children for referral?

-The teacher could recognize such things as tantrums, excessive
crying, health problems, speech problems, large motor problems,

etc. These were discussed with the director and special plans

wi7!re made for that child.

-None

None

General classroom observation

Nothing

What did you like best about the checklists?

-They were convenient to use

Well worded and outlined

4



-After.reading the specific checklist, I realized that perhaps

some of the chiidren might have belonged there. Maybe if I. had

used the specific checklists first, or along with the general
list, I would have included some children more. I thought they

didn't belong.

-I was very impressed with it. It explained very many things that

I was not aware of. It was easier for me to make out the check-

lists. I had more things to look for that I didn't know whether

I had really observed before.

-The OCR is very helpful, clear, and seems to cover a large range

of problems. The guide is most helpful.

What did you like least about the manual?

.-Cannot think of anything I didn't like.

-For parents, the vocabulary -- too mrch reading for some of them.

It looks difficult and long but it is not when you read it. You

might stress this when giving out the checklists.

-I found it difficult to pinpoint things.

-Nothing

None of it

Nothing

What is your overall opinion of the OCR?

I like the manual and the checklists. I think it will be very

helpful if used on a long term basis and with many children. I

feel I have been rushed in filling out the checklists. A teacher

should spend at least a few days observing each child while she

is filling out the checklist.

-I'm glad we were fortunate enough to be able te do the OCR in our

school. I know it makes me more aware of watching for certain

things in the children and probably did the same thing for parents.

I was thiilled to have the children's motor, sight, hearing, etc.

abilities checked.

- Generally very helpful, I feel teachers should have some group

meeting at the beginning of usage in order to discuss it.

-Very good



-Easy to read, used everyday words which most people can under-

stand-

-That every area was taken into consideration.

-They were easy.

What did you like least about the checklists?

-There didn't seem to be enough places to put "other" and "for

example"

-I found it difficult to answer "frequency" questions and to

explain situations involved.

Nothing

-They were vague at times. Just a more detailed form should be

available.

What did you like hest about the manual?

I like the illustrations best. They made the problems stand

out in my mind and they were easier to lool for.

Illustrations, definitions helpful, clear explanations of what

to look for, well organized.

Helped me know which things to look for (especially in speech,

hearing, and vision)- I would like to read or study the manual

at the beginning of the year and then observe the children and

use the checklist:.

-I liked all of it. I think it was wonderful,

It made me study the chiid more better. A handy checklist in

areas in which the child is having difficulty.

-Very helpful, especially the guide which has many points that

are useful and good explanations as what to look for.

-It was very helpful, also the explanations are very helpful.

-Convenient to use and helpful.

-I wouldn't know about improvement of the OCR. I would think the

guide would be very helpful to all teachers.
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-I think it can help beginning teachers or those who have
difficulty finding out about problems.

-I very much like having the guide handy, as a quick'7ferral for
certain situations. The sources are also good information
because sometimes professionals are unavailable. I think it
would also be very helpful to re-check the children during the
2nd semester and as a sort of guide for the 1st grade teacher.

Would you recommend the OCR to other teachers?

12 yes responses, no negative responses given

Other Comments:

-Maybe there should be some questions about the sleeping habits
of the children.
1. Do.they sleep well?
2. Sleep walking.

3. Bad dreams often that result in becoming upset or crying.

4. Fear of closing their eyes.

-There should be a place on each checklist for the teacher to say
that none of these things apply to this child.

-In the vision section of the manual (p. 18) it was mentioned that

a teacher should know what type of visual screening test will be

used so she can prepare the children for it. As the visui4.1

screening person can tell you, this was evident in my class. The

children did not understand a certain part of the test. I tried

to explain and demonstrate what was expected, but they could not

grasp the idea or could not coordinate their hands and fingers to

point in the direction the E was facing. Perhaps another type

of test could be used for the young children (Note: The Titmus

Telebinocular test for visual screening was used in this class.)
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Name Date

Observer
yr.

Birthdate
yr.

Age

May 1976

mo. day

mo. day

yrs. mos.

\ General Checklist

1. Is frequently sick \pr seems to have poor health. (A)

2. Frequent colds, sore throat, runny nose, or cough. (A)

3. Frequently complains of pain or aches. (A)

4. Often seems tired; lacks energy. (A)

5. Frequent or extreme hunger or thirst. (A)

6. Seems very small or thin; underweight. (A)

7. Eyes appear to be red, watery, crusty, or sore. (B)

8. Seems to have trouble seeing. (B)

9. Seems to have trouble hearing. (C,D)

10. Doesn't speak clearly; speech is hard to understand. (C,D)

11. Doesn't often talk in class. (C,D)

12. Extremely restless all the time; can't seem to stay still. (C,D)

13. Does not get along with other children. (E)

14. Very easily upset; has tantrums or cries often. (E)

15. Has extreme difficulty paying attention and concentrating on what
he is doing. (C,D,E)

16. Seems unaware of what goes on around him; seems to "live in his own
world." (E)

17. Acts like a much younger child; seems very slow for his age. (E,F)

18. Seems fearful, anxious, or tense much of the time. (E)

19. Seems unusually clumsy or awkward. (F)

20. Stands, sits, or walks in an unusual way. (F)

21. Cannot work with toys or play games as well as caner children his
age. (F,F)

22. None of the above items describe this child.
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Name Date

Observer

1. General physique
Extremely overweight
Extremely underweight
Sudden loss of weight
Uncoordinated, clumsy
Other

Mai 1976

A. Health Checklist

2. Skin condition
Very pale complexion
Dark circles under eyes
Itching or rash. Where?_
Sores. Where?
Wounds or injuries. Where?
Cuts and bruises slow to heal
Other

3. Head and mouth
Lice
Sore throat
Bad teeth
Runny nose
Other

4. Limbs and extremities
Def.ormity. Explain
Bluish tinge to nails
Other

5. Sighs of illness
Excessive fatigue
Fever

1 Other

6. Complaints or reports of distress
Headaches
Stomachaches_
Body pains. Where?
Earaches
Other

7. Breathing
Mouth breathing
Difficult or wheezy breathing
Shallow, rapid breathing
Coughing
Other



8. Diet and eating
-Seems to be getting a poor diet. Explain

Excessive hunger
Excessive thirst
Poor appetite
Protruding stomach
Eats nonfoods. What?

Other

9. Restroom behavior
Frequent bowel movement
Frequent or painful urination
Vomiting
Other

10. Overall health seems to be
Improving
Getting worse
Same



Name

Date
Observer

B. Vision Checklist

1. Seems to have something wrong with eyes

a. Red, swollen eyelids

b. Crusts or sores on eyelids

c. Red, watery or cloudy eyes

d. Drooping eyelids

e. Complains of pain in eyes

f. One eye "wanders"

g. Eyes "cross" toward nose

h. Other

May 1976

When does the problem occur?

2. Seems to have trouble seeing

a. Rubs eyes

b. Does not focus his eyes

c. Does not look at work

d. Leans very close to work

e. Squints

f. Tilts head or closes one eye

g. Bumps into things; trips over objects

h. Lifts books and pictures off table to see at an angle

i. Other

When does the p'roblem occur?

3. Associated problems

a. Frequent colds, allergies

b. Headaches
_

c. Other
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Name

Observer

Date

C. Hearini4. Checklist.

1. Condition.of ears

a. Complains of earaches

b. Tugs or pulls at ears

c. Drainage from ears

d. Excessive wax or dirt in ears

e. Other

2. Hearing

May 1976

When does the problem occur?

a. Does not listen

b. lias trouble following directions

c. Seems to have trouble understanding

d. Uses gestures instead of talking to communicate

e. Does not respond wilen spoken to from behind or from across

the room

f. Does not react to sudden noises

g. Watches speakers' face very closely

h. Asks for frequent repetitions (Huh? What?)

i. Speaks very softly or in a monne

j. Unusually loud voice

k. Turns head Lo one side or other

1. Other

When does this problem occur?

3. Associated problems

a. Frequent colds, sore throats,-etc.

b. Speech problems

c. Dizziness

d. Reports of ringing or whistling in ears

e. Other
5 3
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Name

Observer

Date

. Checklist

1. Mispronounces cerL. _unds. 1,Thich ones?

2. Mispronounces certain words. Which ones?

3. Speech cannot be understood

4. Leaves sounds oEf the ends of words

5. Omits most consonan!.` sounds

6. Tongue sticks out when talking

May 1976

7. Frequently repeats himself on words or phrases

8. Frequently repeats sounds or syllables

9. Many interjections (uh, mm, etc.)

10. Speaks very slowly

11. Speaks very fast

12. Starts to say something but stops if looking for the right word

13. Seems bothered by his speech problem

14. Voice is:

a. hoarse
b. soft, quiet
c. too loud

d. nasal, whiney
e. other

15. Has trouble understanding what is said to him

16. Has trouble expressing himself

17. Talks verY little or not at all

18. Talks like a much younger child

19. Other

20. Associated problems
a. hearing problems
b. frequent coughs, colch, etc.
c. missing teeth
d. other
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Nam,.

Observer

D. Spfech Checklist
Laglish/Spanish

Date

1. Mispronounces certain sound Which ones?

2 .

a. English h. Spanish

Mispronounce:: certain word,. Which ones?

a. English b. Spanish

3. Speech cannot be understood: a. English

May 1976

4. Leaves sounds off the ends of words: a. English

b. Spanish

5. Omits most consonant sounds: a. English

b. Spanish

Spanish

6. Tongue sticks out when talking: a. English b. Spanish

7. Frequently repeats himself on words or phrases: a. English
b. Spanish

8. Freqwntly repeats sound, or syllables: a. Englisl.

b. Spanish

9. Many interjections (uh, mm, etc): a. English b. Spanish

10. Speaks very slowly: a. English b. Spanish _ _
11. Speak51 very fast: a. English b. Spanish

12. Starts to say something but stops as if looking for the right word
a. English b. Spanish

13. Seems bothered by his speech proolem

14. Voice is:
a, hoarse
b, soft, quiet

C. too loud

d. nasal, whiney
e. other

15. Has troublu understanding what is said to him: a. English
b. Spanish

16. Has trouble expressing himself: a. Esglish b. Spanish

17. Talks very little or not at all

18. Talks likeTh much younger child

19. Other

20. Associated prob,-2ms
a. hearing problems
b, frequent coughs, colds, etc,

c, missing teeth

d. Other
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Name

Ob Server

Date

F. Motor CnLcklist

1. Poor or unusual posture

2.

i. pigeon-toed; turns toes in

b. turns toes out

walks on tiptoes much of the time

d. or falls

e. rJk ti -legged

f. Other

May 1976

3. Does not alternate feet going up or down stairs

4. Runs or jumps with unusual difficulty

5. Apparent weakness of muscles

6. Trs,itching or jerking. movements

7. Trembling or shaking

8. Complains nf pain after physical exercise

9. Fine motor

a. Has trouble picking up small objects

b. Cannot stack eight 1-inch cubes

c. Cannot work preschool puzzles

d. Has unusual trouble using crayons

e. Other

10. Missing or deformed limb(s)

Which?

Describe

Other
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Name

Observer

Date

H. Behavioral Checklist
(Write on back of paper if necessary.)

1. Crying or tantrums (circle one or both)

a. ln what situations?
b. How often'

2. Wi thdrawal

a. In what si tua tions?

b. flow of Len? _

3. Restlessness
a. In what situations?
b. How often?

May 1976

4. Problems getting along with other children
a. Hits or fights phy,-,ically with other children

b. Yells or calls names
c. Does not cooperate; bothers or interferes with others
d. Avoids other children; does not interact with them

e. Other

5. Problems getting along with adults
a. Avoids adults; does not interact with them
b. Clings to adults
c. Hits or fights with adults
d. Dmands constant attention from adults
e. Other

6. Always plays by himself

7. Destructive behavior
a. Tries to hurt himself
b. Tries to break objects, and toys
c. Tries o hurt other children

8. Frequent changes of mood
How frequent?
In what situations?
What happens?

9. Nervous habits
a. Puts hands or fingers in mouth a great deal
b. Fidgets or "fiddles" with hands, small objects, clothing, etc.
c. Other

10. Very slow in speech and language development, motor skills, social
behavior, and learning development

11. Other learning problems
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May 17, 1976

Dear:

Southwest Educational Developrrient Laboratory
211 East 7th Street, Austin.: Texas 78701 512/476-6861

Enclosed is one copy of the Observational Checklists for Referral (OCR)

and a brief synorsis of the OCR, previous statistical results, and our

expectations concerning your review.

As the OCR has been used by teachers and has been reviewed previcr!sly,

we plan this review to be the final consultants input on this measure.

We hope that the OCR will be ready for publication in the fall and would

appreciate your analysis of both its content and its usefulness.

Thank you very much for aiding us with this project.

Sincerely yours,

Joyce Evans, Ph.D.
Director, Special Projects

JE:kd

Enclosures
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OBSERVATIONAL CHECKLISTS FOR REFERRAL

Information for Consultants

The Observational Checklists for Referral (OCR) is being developed as
a guide to assist preschool teachers in observirg and identifying child-

ren who need to be referred for professional evaluation. It is de-

signed to aid the teacher in making referrals and to facilitate com-
munication between the teacher and the professional.

The OCR consists of an instructional manual for the teacher, a General
Checklist to be completed for all children in the classroom, and six
specific Checklists to be completed on all children who have been
identified as having some difficulty on the General Checklist.

The OCR manual includes specific, detailed instructions for completing
each checklist, a general discussion of each Specific Checklist .

the problem area it is designed to identify, descriptions of coa
behavioral manifestations of those problems and guidelines for making
and follcwin:, up referrals. Observational skills and techniques are
explad:lad, as veil as descriptioqs of the specific behaviors the

teac*i 5!1(wId note in each child.

Explanations and descriptions are written in nontechnical language for
use by paraprofessional as well as professional Head Start and Day

Care teachers. The language used throughout the manual is, therefore,
designed for the reader who has not had extensive training in education,
observational techniques, or screening procedures.

The General Checklist contains items which are designed for initial

identifiation purposes, They are designed to cover, in broad terms,

common visible or behavioral symptoms of problems in young children.

Each item on the General Checklist relates to one or more items on
Specific Checklists. The Specific Checklists describe unusual be-
haviors or physical symptoms in greater detail. The Specific Check-

lists, when completed, can provide information about the child's class-
room hehavior which leads to an appropriate referral for a,more

comprehensive evaluation by other professionals.

A pilot validation study was conducted in order to compare teacher-
administered OCR results with screening evaluations performed by
external consultants and SEDL staff members (clinical child psychologist,
educational diagnostician, pediatrician, speech therapist, and nurses).
There were 87 children involved in this study, of whom various numbers
had follow-up screening by the professionals. Preliminary analysis

attempted to determine the over- and under-referral rates for each

checklist. Over-referral was defined as a positive checklist rating
and a negative screening rating following professional examination,
and under-referral was the opposite. The ,OCR Motor Checklist (N=71)

had a 12.7% over-referral and a 1.4% under-referral rate. The Speech

Checklist (N=74) yielded a 10.8% over-referral and a 12.1% under-referral
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rate. The Hearing Checklist (N=58) produced a 19% over-referral and a

5.2% under-referral rate. The Health Checklist showed a 14.1% over-

referral and a 29.6% under-referral rate. The Behavioral Checklist

(N,,,22) showed a 4.5% (one child) over-referral and a 22.7% (five
children) under-referral rate.

The staff of the Ability Development Project would like to see these
percentages brought within a more limited range. A large number of

over-referrals would tend to discourage the professionals who are
performing diagnostic evaluations as well as increasing the cost to the
schools or parents of the children for no beneficial purpose. A large

number of under-referrals would, of course, defeat the purpose of ;:le
OCR as a screening device as children who are in need of attention
would not be identified. In this framework it is definitely better to
have a moderate over-referral rate thaa even a mild under-referral rate.

It is our hope that as a consultant reviewing the OCR, you will contribute
the followin information:

1. Suggestions for modifications to the instructional manual.

2. Specific suggestions for additions and/or deletions to the
General Checklist which would provide for more accurate referral

to the appropriate Specific Checklist.

3. Specific suggestions for additions and/or deletions in the
Specific Checklists which would enhance the probability of
accurate identification of children having difficulty.

4. Any suggestions which might st!rve to limit the over- and under-

referral rate.

5. A general statement of your assessment of specific parts of the

OCR and of the measure as a whole. This includes your assess-

ment of the need for such a measure and its usefulness in

aiding teachers in communicating with professionals in pro-

viding referral information.

6. Your evaluation of the clarity and readability of the manual

qs a whole.

.
Any additional suggestions for revision.

We feel that there is a definite need for a screening device which has

reliability and validity, and can be used by certified and non-certified

teac ers. At the present time no such device exists which deals with

all t e major areas of potential dysfunction which might impair the

learn ng ability of the child. Of the screening devices which are used,

all ar designed for use by professionals and are usually for use by

Terson with professional training in that area (e.g.: medical screenings,

spe n screeningS, etc.). The OCR is designed for persons with no

knowledge in the specific screening area. It must, therefore, rely on



the observer to note specific behaviors and not on an underlying

understanding of the cause of the symptoms. If it meets this object

ive then it should be of benefit to all who work with young children

including those to whom children are referred.
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TO: DR. JOYCE EVANS

FRUA: Ernest GoL

OCR Review

Enclosed you will find:

1. Consultant Form

2. Note pad and a few additional pages of comments, recommendations,
and so forth.

3. The OCR copy with colLments written in the text.

4. The consultant information sheet. (with comm,Ints)

I am really pleased to see the excellent job of pulling t .,-;ether you

have done on the OCR. Though it ray seem that I have a great

deal, most comments are not related to major problems. If I may be

of further assistance or may clarify anything for you, please call n.



Review of OBSERVATIONAL CHECKLISTS FOR REFERRAL
by Ernest Cotts, Ph.D.

1. Suggestions for me.. .tions to the instructional manual.

In the paragraph, "The importance of the teacher in early identification"

the term professional is used. This may be a red flag vord since you seem

to aim this at teachers who do not hold professional degrees or certificates

;e also. Is there a way to word this so as not to offend?

In the paragraph, "The importance of early identification" You have used the

term, visual impairment, here in a way that is unusual for the field. In

general, visual problems such as refractive erors or amblyopia which may be

corrected through prostheSis dr exercise are not called impairments. The

terms, impairment and disability are reserved fc se when all possible

correction has already been made and some interference with function is still

evident.

In the paragraph, 'How you can help in early identification" The subheadings

under this section do not conform to usual practice in education and psychology.

This level subheading is usually indented as for a paragraph and underlined

as you have done.

For Vhat age child is this checklist intended? Young child is first mentioned

on page two and is left vague (i.e., not defined). If it is intended fdr a

specific nge range, 1:hat information could be included on page 1 in the first

sentenc follows:

"The purposes of the OCR are to assist teachers in identifying preschool

aged (and elementary) children who may have problems..."

Throughout, the OCR refers to school do you wish to imply that a Head Start

center or a day care center would not also find this useful? It is awkward

to do so, but perhaps every where school is found it should read school or

early childhood center.

For third full paragraph, I suggest :
1dd as indicated on marked copy, "or

what you have noticed about his behavior that is unusual and..." "referral

person" is an awkward term. How about, "professional worker" or "expert."

Following Through on Referrals

I would prefer to see the...

"it is important that you know followed by what recommendations have been

made to help you work with the child and wltaL the nature of the problem is

if special attentiveness is needed on your part. If the recommendations are

not clear to you, you should for help in understanding them."

TO: 1. De-emphasize what might be an interest in the label of the problem

2. Encourage follow through when recommendations are vague, too wordy, etc.

Also, same paragraph:

extra lighting should read "special lighting."
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OCR review Ernest Cotts
Page 2

Mention of resource teacher in this paragraph. This is not followed up

elsewhere in the OCR or maybe it should be.

Comment regarding computation of the CA

Why was the computational procedure not explained on page three? I do not

feel the explanation was so long that it could not have fit there a7i well

as being appended.

In the General Checklist instructions third f 1 paragraph:

I feel it would be helpful to include here an explanation of 1.1,e letter

following the item of the General Checklist.

Other wording changes for page 3 are included on the page itself.

2. Comments on the General Checklist itself.

1. Why not include a space for identif':ing the school or center?

2. Suggest you add item "Has lots of bruises and/or sores on arms, 7egs,

or other body parts." (A)

3. Suggest you add item to the effect that: "Behavior varies markedly

from day to day." (E)

4. Suggest you add items: "Shakes or trembles after" (Z)

"Often stares ble.nkly into space or nods head

and stares or smacks lips and stares into

space." (A)

3. Suggestions Regarding the Instructions for the Specific -"cacklists

In the first paragraph:

Reference here the previous comment. The explanation of how to use the

letters which follow items .1. the General Checklist comes after the

General ,Aecklist itself has been discussed and left behind.

In same paragraph:

In enumerating the checklists, the word, check.ist, is included with

Behavioral inconsistently since it is left off for the Hearing Speech

Motor ones.

In paragraph 2:

The antecedent of they (as marked in text) is not clear. I suggest yon

start the sentence, "The specific checklists..."
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OCR review Ernest Gotlis

Page 3

Paragraph 3:

Is a.caution against sending the only copy necessary?

In the first narrative paragraph:

The minor but potenLial1y damaging illnesses run 1:ogether with

severe, disabiling diseases.

Perhaps you should consider using an expression other than "recur"

maybe which breaks out again and- in -

First full paragraph:

I wonder how the word "abused" will be taken by userS -- it could mean

sexually molested to some. Would the term "beaten" be more accurate

aqd most likely to communicate?

I suggest you add to paragraph 1 (page 9) an admonition to observe

Scratching behavior.

Paragraph 2

"Another indicator of lice" is used without making clear what the first

indicators was. Suggest that they watch for scratching of the scalp or

nape of the neck.

Something is wrong with the statement about tooth decay. Was a line

left out?

I think tlu..t these general directions for the health checklist should

include reference to impetigo and to pus bearing sores.

For inspection of hands, suggest dbservation for hangnails of symptoms

of petit mal and psycho motor seizure disorders would be appropriate.

For second full paragraph on page 10.

Could add: "Children of ten communicate illness by their cr nkiness,

extreme sleepiness at an unusual time, dcpy demeanor, and so forth."

In last paragraph of page 10

Sliggest you admonish them to observed for scratching of anal area

pin worms

G 7
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OCR Review Ernest Gotts

Page 4

Suggest you add to paragraph on "Follev Through"

"Never give a child any kind of medication (even aspirin) unless

instructed.ito by the parents and with written schedule and amount from

physician."

On the Health Checklist Form

Item 4: Is the word, deformity, at the app:opriate reading level

(Physical defect, abnormality)

Item 9

Suggest you add: "Scratching."

15 Vision Checklist Instructions:

Same comment on the term "visually inpaired" as on page 1.

You may wish to add to the narrative paragraph on page 13 comments

concerning the child who needs corrective lenses. - distorted or

fuzzy, blurred vision who squits to compensate.

16 Comments are written in text and seem self explanatory.

Comments written in text.

1. Refer reader to previous page which illustrates the Snellen chart.

2. After "...left, right, up, or down." add "They can do this by turning

the fingers on their hand in the sa:-:.e direction as th( "legs" of the E."

19 Ignore comment on headaches. Consider -::ausea under associated problem

muscle imbalance and eyes can cause this.

On page 21:

Would it be appropriate to suggest referral to a public health nurse

an alternative on all of these physi2a1 and sensory problem checklist:;?

On page 22

Do you want to add nausea to dizzis ri!; a symptom of car problems?

On page 25
Hearing Checklist

1. Condition of the ears: Sugge5': you add "Scatulli at ear:;."

58
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OCR review- Ernest Gotts

Page 5

On page 25

3. Associated problems

Suggest you add: Signs of Frustration - Temper tantrum
Irritability
Hyperactivity
Distractibility

On page 27

Correctins and ccmment:s in text.

On page 28

In the first full paragraph the sentenct "Remember that the child's

first language etc..." seems vague or unclear to me.

On page 29

I suggest that you add the sentence as indicated in the text.

On page 30

1 suggest that you add under #20, Associate' h-oblems (e) "breathes
through mouth."

Ou page 35

My most E;erions questions about any che-klist relate to the one in

behavior:

1 feel thr_lt the lead-in materiai should be more detailed on this

particular checklist since this is the area where the signs are

most easily confused with normal. behavior.

Under "What to look for" r.,u could have

Excessive in terms oL frequency or degree

fear crying

anger touchiness

crying changeabLlity or moodines

likes sad.ress

dislikes distructiveness
possessivens day dreaming

whininess fantasy

masturbation rocking

happines

'lrouble with: Adults and/or ,:hildren
Paying atLention
Sitting or Standing Still
impulse Contlel

Toleration of Frustration

5 9 6 9



OCR review Ernest Gotts
Page 6

Aggresion
Demanding attitude
Tantrums

On page 35

The word coping, I feel is a middle class high-shoot educated

or above term - Suggest you use handling or dealing.

'Coder making observations paragraTor

Suggest insert after first sentence: "That is, we will see them in all

ch.ildren at some time or another."

On page 37

Comments in text.

On page 42

Comments in text,'

01 page 43

Comments on page in text.

On page 45

In enumerating the various items the form of the expression switches

again and again. Suggest a standard format.

walking
Suggest under you add: "Shuffles, scuffs, or drags feet."

Comments on the appendix and Table I are written on the text material.

4. Suggestions concerning miul,,ization of the over- and under-referral rate.

I feel that the data you quoted concerning referral rates are not at all

bad for this kind of instrument. With some of the additions or clarifications

suggested in this round of review it should improve a little. A training

package to go with the item wbich presented perhaps more detail and provided

opportunities for reading and discussion might help teachers to use the OCR

more effectively and thus to improve the under-referral over-referral sitaution.

7 0
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OC R review Ernest Gotts
Page 7

5. I feel that with the suggested changes and careful technical editing that

the OCR is getting the the General Instruction, Instructions for the General

Checklist, the General Checklist, the Instruction for the Specific Checklists,

and all of the Checklists (with perhaps the exception of the Behavioral Check-

list) are quite strong. The behavioral checklist may be the most problematic

for what is needed is specificity of reference to behaviors and at the same

conciseness so as not to make tue checklist too lengthy or _too'cumbersome to

use.
Actually, you could style this as a two stepS.Creening procedure for use in

classrooms by teachers. I feel.there is a real need for this kind of com-

prehensive look at children which avoids a testing approach per se but suggests

how the information needed to complete checklists can be collected on an

ongoing basis by the classroom teacher.

Even the field of special education where teachers are supposed to be highly

trained and so forth seems to skimp on preparing teachers to look for signs

of problems. This\fype of material could be used by a resource or helping

teacher to train cls.sroom teachers in early childhood to refer potential

problems. The instructions for the OCR could be stronger in encouraging

teachers to insist on recommendations that are relevant for classroom

activities and specific enough to be implemented. For the lead-in to the

Behavioral Checklist -- the possibility that the professionals who report

back to the teacher may recommend that the teacher observe the child in

certain specified areas and report back to them at a specified time prior

to making any kind of decision about the exact nature of the problem or

about how to approach dealing with the problem.

6. Clarity and Reada'Ality:

I have to give the OCR an overall strong rating for clarity and readability.

After the current round or editing it should undoubtedly be even clearer

and more readable.

7. Othei: Suggestions not regarding the OCR itself. But I do suggest that

a training package be developed to iu.,:ompany the OCP so that supe:visors,

helping teachers, and so on may have a resource for introdocinp. the OCR

to their teachers.



Natalie Barraga, 6/7/76

Review of Observational
Checklists for Referral

1. Generally, the instructions.are well written and easily read. In each section
it might be well to.repeat that most children show some of behaviors at
one time or another, and that only those behaviors which occur over and
over should be checked. This may help to cut down on some of the over-referrals.

2. Might add after 8: "Doesn't like to. do things which require him to look
closely. Nos, 12 and 15 add B in parenthesis.

3. Page 15 add to 'iirst sentence, "or he may get tired easily when he is
trying to do any of these things." 16, 17, 18 -well done
Page 19 - Under 3 add: "Becomes restless after few minutes when doing any
close work".

4. As I said under No. 2 repeated caution that most or all preschool children
exhibit some of the behaviors occasionally, and that only those which happen
repeatedly should be checked.

For under-reforrai., might suggest the teacher keep the checklists in view
or refer to them weekly to refresh the things to look for. Might also suggest
they work on this over a period of several weeks before making referrals,
rather than trying to do it for all children in a few days or a week.

5. Overall the OCR should be a very useful tool for teachers of all young children,
especially those who have less sophisticated preparation, or those who really
don't know what is normal or unusual in a child's behavior. There is a
definite need for such a measure for day7care centers, Head Start programs,
Early Childhood Education Programs, and even primary teachers in the public
schools. My experience indicates that anless workers and teachers have had
some special education training, many simply do not know that certain behaviors
indicate any type of problem, or do not think about anything wrong.

Just having the medical terms explained in understandable languase will make
teachers more comfortable and more willing to make referrals.

6. The :,_adibility end clarity of the manual is quite satisfactory. I invited
a friend who had no college course work unr any real knowledge of children
to read it and the comment was: "even I can understand those words".

7. Do you need both pages 31 and 33? Pa;e f,9 Under State Agencies: add

Texas Education Agency, Division of Specill Education.
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Frederick N. Martin, Ph.D.
CONSULTING AUDIOLOGIST

8613 Silver Ridge Drive
Austin, Texas 78759

;y 25, 1976

Joyce Svans, Ph.D.
Director, Special Projects
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East 7th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Dear Dr. Evans:

ThL-nk you for the opportunity to review your-OBSERVATIONAL
C:iECKLIST3 FOR REFERRAL. I have read this document through
several times and hope that my comments will be useful to
you.

In my opinion this is a well-done pamphlet. Publications of
this sort are often overly technical and disinterest the ver'
persons they are trying to reach. Ycu have struck- a balancL
between brevity and detail with no major sacrifice in accuray,
although I am certain that there.are purists from eah speci;
area who might groan at the oversimplifications.

Specific comments will follow as outlined in page 2 cf your
Information for Consultants.

1. As stated above the manua:', well-written and
succinct. You might wish to consider a brief tlossury of
terms which are de':'.ied unusual, for the reader. This ,iould
require some slit G paraphrasinz clnd need not run more than
a page or two.

2. No suggenli fe, F;ene!T11

3. The only cheolait commenteJ on is the one
on hearing, since T only feel qui_Afied in this area. I am
certain your other cohsultant may find so:Ae reasons for
chanf,e in their specific discJ.plinc, rhe comments on the
hearin:-:; section 'T'L? L_pper(771 this letter on sepantto sheets.

4. on the matter ef urler- C.1,1 over-referral. The (1,'a
yo.1 show indicates that thc popula- _on thus far has Peen
rather .inn.11. !h'ii it :er you mlht v)neratr a
tetrachoric tablr! Fin6 perfrm chi square to determ3 yoL-
hits and mises wi,h r( ,)ect to refcral. For example,



Frederick N. Martin, Ph.D.
CON:m..11SG AUDIOLOGIST

8813 Silver Pidge Drive
Austin, Texas 78759

A

a group of children at random who have been in one of your
programs and do a complete hearing test on them. I am su:'e

we can set up some arrangement for this. The number 11()
ways works nicely in such cases. In this way you can
mine the per cent who failed who should fail, who pasu,' who
should pass (hits) and those who passed who should fail and
failed who should pass (misses). Our humanitarian instinct
(and your information to consultants) tell us it is betl
to over-refer than to under-refer. In the hard light of la.,"

p.ost programs are ,udged Oy their efficiency, which is usu-
ally defined in terms of money, personnel, equipment and
time, ih tich cases accuracy efficiency appear to be
inve-:-.1 related sirce the more children whose hearin you
attet to screen the looser :i.)ur criteria are for a
and the more lilzely you are te misjudue. If you ti!=-,htn

on your cri:Loria your efficiency goes down.

r). As irrJ)Iied earlier, my ;eneral impression f 'Ghe

UGh s fa'iorable. 1/y coments are limited o the h,;..ring

ct:_o:L

Yhe manual s Ls,enerally clear and well written.

7. I have no :-,eneral soestions for revisln of the
but do nnvo this with respect to hearing

ehoest, althov-'-, I did not include it in my review of th2

-rrru:o :.3. on this sub.'i-ct, You have nowhere tried to idontify

the Mild with amslory nroce-3.sin probl,_ms who have normal

sensitIvit,',. One of 'our teachers or parapr:.fession-

hls mif,ht suspcct a 11;:aring problem in a c'hi]d who tosts

out hem:Illy. :Ls sometiLlcs a mis'Cake to snrug this off

as an ever-referr:11 for the (hild may need a s;:,-cial form of

hniu ;-:nd earlir in ...Life ho Pets it the be-Lcer off he is .

or in your Han'.1-f! coulc; be very useful on this

tiran ro allowing me the o:u.portunity to

roaH If yJu v:Ish to discuss ths reuort further
we 1H be :!,ost to sue-C.: with you. TUis a

H,o1.1:L,H rFove to U voi-y



COMMENTS ON
Hearing Checklist Instructions

:=ents r Ler to items numbered in the left hand margin.

i would suggest a different ordering of "Where to refer," along with reasons
- referral.

Speech pathologist or school nurse (for screening). If there is some
uncertainty about hearing loss or on a routine screening basis.

Audiologist: professional who tests hearing and manages hearing impairment.
IF a hearing loss is probable.

3. Otologist or otolaryngologist: Physicians who specializes in medical
problems of the ear.
If an infection or other medical problem is suspected.

V
; 2n 1-his section then_ is an implication that a child with a mild hearing loss

mizhv not hear a car horn, etu. This is unlikely in mild problems hut might
suggest a severe loss.

Ai the end ol h2 r,.:xt-to-lest sentence I would add allergies to colds as a
cause of ear infections in children. This is a prime cause, especially in
-..iarts of Texats Austin.

I would change '...you will 11-0L be able..." to "...you may_ not be able..."
The more positive stetementmdghtmislead the nonprofessional:

In this section the subject c_tems to be the severely hearing-impaired child .

uch childrch show an inlrre:,1 in so Inds Idlen it is audible to them.

!.lodify sentence slightly to read "...children have spr-ech or voice proble:N ;..."

Add allergies aL-ain: "Frt=pnent colds, allrrgi.m flnd.. "

n. fact, any child to "...in every ehitd wit

.:-.,Id a t words: "...may o:.:perince , unsteadiness or clumsiness."

Add a definition for portable audiometer, such as device which is capable
of genrating a variety oF tones at dilierent :-.rengths to te--,t; hearing

sonitivity with a pair (..1 e:n-ohcincr fitt:!l to the child's head."

M.D. in parnf-; can be d'ictai atter .

1: . My bias :tdiews h-tre more shotild be said about the audioloi,,ist_.

He/she is a person w.tn speci,-;"1 grtIdu.-tte trinift-, in tlit:! tktry:Ftr,eta,:111: of all

non-v.edieal aspets ot impairiaent i eel ud I rip the s.21retion oi

aids, auditory relreiniw,, lipreedin: eni
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14. Seating the child close to the teacher's desk is not always the best things.
He/she should be seated near the front of the room so that any natural light
through windows will be at his back and on the face of the teacher. If he/she

wears an ear-level hearing aid the aided ear should face the class. If a

body-type hearing aid is worn the preference again should be for an ideal seat
with respect to the light.

15. It is important to add that many children have normal hearing in some ranges
of sound but poor hearing in'others. For examplc-,-it-is -not ur:common-to. find

a child who responds well to low-pitched sounds but not to 1.!gh pitched sounds.
Such children are often misdiagnosed as they appear to respond to sound,(especially
to speech because they hear the vowel e7,d nasal components but miss many of

the high pitched whispered consonants. Such children often have langu ge or

speech disorders and appear to hear wit.:.out always understanding what they
hear

not uncommon problem among chileren is severe hearing loss in one ear. The

child who does all his/her listening wi7h one ear does satisfactorily in quiet
surroundings but may have difficulty in understanding speech under difficult
listening conditions, such as in the presence of background noise. These children

also have difficulty in localizincl the direction of sound.

15. c. Drainage or strong odor from ears.

17. Appears inconsistent in hearing.

m. Difficulty in localizing sound.

n. Other

13. e. Changes in behavior after absence or illness.

f. Other
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Dte

C. He.tfin_g Checklist

cdrH

of Oaracheu

or pulls aL ears

.aage from ear6

,,F;sive wax or dirL in ears

Cr!ier

!.),.s the proLleci occurY _

,s not listen

trouhle following directions

cup; to have trouble understanding

gestures instead of talking to comnunicate

,e; not respond when spoken to from behind or frora acros
he room

not react to sudden noises

sp,:al.,..er's face very cloely

trequent repetirians (Huh? What?)

vev ft-1.y ur in a mo:lotone

ot'!,er

-; prnh C 1.:1" ?

tIll'f)dt.:;,

or F;ITL,, in eAr,

71.



AUSTIN SPEECH. LANGUAGE. AND TIEAH ING CENTER.
LANTEHN LANE I ENTER # loll

HANCOCK DR i

ArtiTIN, TxAs 78731
TELEPHONE, sn ii

COLE. . UDDo, ISIS

A r:Ev 'WOOD. Ni.A.. C(1-1)111,

May 26,1976

Dr. Joyce Evans
Director,Special Projects
Southwest Educational. Development Laboratory

211 East 7.h St.
Austin, Texas 78701

Dear Dr: Evans:

Thank you for the opportunity to respnd to the Obf:ervational
Checklists for Referral. The manual is well done and you and
your staff are to be, commended for doing well with a difficult

task.

I have attached my responses to the specific areas you requested.
If you have any questions concerning my suggestions, or if you
need additional clarification of any comments, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

Thank you again for letting me participate in this project.

Enclosure: respony:es to OCR

72
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Sincerely,
/

. /

Mary Lovey Wood,Ph.D.
Co-Director



AVtiTTN S1I.:Fc11. LANc.cAc,c., AND lIEARING CENTER
LAN!' iLIl 'Hicc

HANcIL, JIIIIVI

ArtiTIS. 7S7:S 1

47,1

P.VII1ILIA I (1.11. NI A.. .1)-1)11, c ccc

,f (, %co( Il), \LA.. ,

14,Spoll;:es to 0 C

1. Modifications uo the instructional manual

The manual seem r

teachers.

-lihie :or suk..)ortleu pei-sonael and day care

It might he beneficial to emphasize the fact that We need to compare
a child with himself on different aspects of behavior, just as e
compare him to other children. If n child (loos very well in some

areas, such as drawing, coloring, etc., and just gets by in other
areas, such as listening tp instructions, talking, etc., he might
be a good candidate for referral.

Anoth,--. area of emphasis for the tea,7hers bc that a child
with problems in one arca is high risk for problems in another area.
For example, a languago-impHred child night also present behavior
problems: or, hehavior problems might be a signal of learning problems.

The difficulties with over- and under-referratare inevitable, hut
some of the problems might be alleviated hy doing away with the forced-

choice response required of the teachers. Instead of allowing a
teacher one chance to decide about a child, perhaps some of the check-
lists should include a (?) categ-7'y, wher.2 the :_eacher can note a
behavior about which she is not pleased. The teacher could he nllowe(1

a two-month grace period for consideration of the child aud his be-

havior. At the end of this time, she must re-mark the check-list to
indicate problem / no prohlem. This would be r.pplicable particularly
to Spanish-speaking children who would improve in functioning after

a few months struCture and stimulation.

2. Suggestions for General Chocklist.

Change P 9 to read: Doesn't always act as though he hears.
Add some or all of tPi ollowing items to pick up language/learuin

disorders:
a. Doesn't follow di,rections; may look tfl see what other children

are doing to fin-:'out What he skould do.
h. Giver, incomplete or wrong answers to question hp shHuld under-

stand.

r. May eono or repeat questions.
. Doen't 1L.7.ra to use crayLins and scissors after few weeks practice.

e. Needs e-..-:tra time and help from teacher.
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Reponses,con't. p.2

MEW

. Teacher has a ccmc,_:rn about i d which is not covered

in this cho:..k1 iF;t . (dos ibe

g. Teacher's concern remains after two months of school.

h. Ch,ild's behavior changec-; af::,:r absence from schP,-)1.

Suggestions For :;peeific Cii

Visi(n
(to be added to checklist)

a. TUrns book si( ways or u;-h down to look at it.

Hearing
(to be pointed ont to teachers and other observers)

a. if child is referred for le:!7.ring testing and na;:ses

hearing screening, he any 7Aeed to rc-ceive speech/languae

evaluation.
h. A child, who ha;; difficolty learning to talk may not lite

a hearing-impaired child .

A child with hearing prohl,:,ms as we'l a; langnage problems

may e:.:hibit behavioral ch=,es after a. .ibserno from sckool.

d. The hearing-impaired child's classro(m placement sbould be

dictated hy the type of lcs, and amplification he has, and

seating directly in froni :)f the teacher may not always he

indicated.

19 over-referral to hering ;-;reening ma have resulted from

the referral of langnage-impair-1 chil :-en for hearing testing instead of

langu;Te evalnation.

Speech

My-personal bias is reflected in my suggestion to change this section

to Spee's.hiLaw;uage. .

would prefer thr,t the teachers attention be redirected

from articulation err-rs to errors in s.,?ritence construction, grammar,

memory for instructie .s and comprehens of speech. Unless C oung child

is hard to understan' minor misarticul;itions should be overlo, ,
d until other

aspects of language ._:;,(1 learning are c.7,nsidered.

Suggestions for Checklist (Speec1Language)

a. Uses incop,-)lete s,nt,Hae...,-; (talk.; like. a te-legram ) Me go now",

"Dadd, eat cookie horl-!e.

b. Does not seem to understaed compl directions without visual

o Spanfsh-hrHish checkli:-:: for Speech/hanguage
'loos not impr,ive in use of English in the course of the year.

(P.28 :ovides a nice d i.,:ans;s-ion of the hi-I .

language problems, hot siiotild include a statement that in thy

course of the year his :Inglish skills should be e-,-;panding.)



Respelses,con't.p.3
M.LW

Suu,estions for spech/lanc checlist,cont

d. Any of the itow:c 1 for tho Cmcc!:lic which
pertain to langue learning

Sum;est f or 1%;

\ The teacher slutuld randa ac,:a re tht behavior probl em:-: may be
relaqed to learning dinorders. If a child fies, n:)t. understand what is
s:Aid 'to him, or cannot express himself, he may react with disrupt ive,
anressive behavior or he may withdraw. 1.e.hrrioial problems are rarely
isolated from other proh lens. A child with learning fi
it difficult to adjust to anv now situati.,n, and M:C., 11;:17,! tr:OH1A re-
adjnstin'r, after an absence from ,.chool.

Motor

On p. /;15 you havo indicated that a ehild motor problems should
bo referred to a pediatrician. I sug.got tblt you add PycholoOst and
Occupational Thornpist to this; list. It is not recesarily truo J,e, an OTR
(Occupational Therapist ) works under tno supervision of e pbesician (p.43),
and this person might_ piel: up on problem-; ,:hich a physician miplit not be
trainod to recognize.

4.

For Motor Checklist

ba6ds ((leo not (,:cf hand mole than othrr).

The previous sugp,estion for allo.Ang teachers a let's-wait-and-see,
or I'm-not-sure aproach might eliminate some 0%;C:r or under-roferrals.
Aiso previously sngestod is the empbas.is thnt-a child who acts like
11 has ONC problem nay have problc:cr; in ntbor (cc' 'anothor) areas.

S. I am vvry impressed wi.th lice OCR,. and with tie ey:,cel)tion of those suggestionn
I've listed, l hav(. 11,) clianges . 1 would like a chance to see tl-le
lip study after this has boen in offe,'t for a yeris.

I feel that the toachors and aides will need trn'icing ebservinst aad
noting behaviors wiliout judgonts or evaluatios. tedenc7
L:ith some teachers is to s;iv "All th:It's wron;, that be's
sractice(iind feell)ack fron you, staff abont ) shorcl, /7c,

this x very valcaHe tool foc co=taiention wl!n

6. No additional eoriment:i.

7. In Oc Bibliography, you miintadd tbe American Ce-ullat%occl Thc,r:Ipy
ciatiwn, Washington,D.C.,-and 'CIentral in5;titote for the It:af io St.Fouis,
Missouri.
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Review of the OBSERVATIONAL CHECKLISTS FOR REFERRAL
by Linda L. .'=otts, Ph.D.

1. Suggestions for modifications Lu the instructionai mrinual:

Page 2 See comments in Iminu,H.

1-,-re (paragraph 1) Underline cr italicize to :vi emidiasis: "The

General Chc:7. should b m)leted for all
children in your class."

Pa'::e 9 (paragraph 1) a brief c:.:/scrption of impe: 'aid ringworm.

Page 17 (lines 162) This sentence is confusing, out

the Specific Checklist in the fi place, the
teacher would have to check one of the
visual behal.lor items (i.e., the oa'u anpearing
on the (le.ne.-:11 Checklist).

Suggest deleting "only" and hangi:.?, none" to

Page 21 (paragraph 2)

Page 22 (line 1)

Page 22 (paragraph 3)

P.igo (paragraph 1)

"few."

Suggest cha-gging sentence 3 to: "1.11-equeut colds

and allergies are 1.a1th problems...1oss."

Include a 1)rief def. lition of "naslity.'

Ciioiugc senterlJe I to: "lu. referrLn2 the

bitiiiguol rhild...bilingun

See the additions in marr:al.

t,uggestiens for d-ealing with the

reishild

DO NOT FINISH THC CHILD'S ll..NVEl:CE vl-C HIM WHEf'

HE liESITAT-:-.S.

DO NOT INSIST THAI.' HE SPEAK TF HE IS CRYING

OR TS OTH=1SE OW:YOUSLY UPSET.

Pa;:e 37 (paragra These 'definitions of social werker,,psyehologit,
and psy:-.1liatrist leave sJmething to he desii:ed,
perhaps bee:rise of the vagueness (hut implied
specificity) of the terms "mental," emotional,"
and "nervous." It sounds as though they each
trerit :'Hi-ferent sorts of problems. In actuality,

thel-e is mucl: overlap between the three disciplire
in te=s of the sorts of problems they deal with
and tli kinds of techni1ques they use to deal with
the problem:;. Perhpas this point should be men-
tioned, alng with the deNnitions.
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(JR reviet., Fiuda t.otts

Page 2

The three disciplines freipntily work i.n :lose

association with each other. lu gencral, eaCI
discipline brings to the person with "emotional"
problems a perspective which is somewhat OH-
fercnt from the oLher..disciplines, due to Air-
ferent emphases in their training. The p-tychia-
trist has medical training; the psychologist licis
Leen trained to admiuistcl. and interpret pucbo
ical tests; the social w_e:1-ter has rceived traThing
which emphasizes social and family .system
social betterment programs. But in general, they
all counseling or psy.,:heherapy (depending on
what degreo the professional holds!)

scggestioie-: for additions ahl/or deletions to Ihe (Ienoral Chcck'ir'
would nruvide icr more accute referral to the apfpropriafe Specific Chtifcklist.

"Extre ely restless all the Limc; ca:)11 ..-_111 .t_ay 11."

figest add log .1.; (Bel; i ro 1 Check I iota
LT:t; t o compl LtO

irp ar ,te Specific Che. It-

t i rut% v:11 h Wou 3 3 , c(.. epilepsy whl--11 are

are by full -hlnwn

For teiamPle: "Starin ver hrie cluri whitih no ur.0 gef

hii; attention."

3. Spoeific suggestions fur additions aud/or deletions hi the Specific Checklists
which would enhance the probability of accurate identification of children
having difIficnIty.

I. Sugge adding an item to detect possi seiz! res (see Quefftion 2 !

un2or or.. Behavior!1 Checklist...)

F. Bebavioral Checklist

the. following nclditi44.;),.,:

a. is extreme.N.,active; alw,:iys has to le mu'..hlp

h. Seems unahlo to stop an activity once he has start 1 t ( reserva

play is "driven").
c. The way he behaves changes a let from dao ti - ney.t (his gee,1

day.7..ianl had days flrf.' extrom(.)

his atLention goes rapidly from off thhf.t to anoti,er; pot pjy

LOi . to any one learninF, nct:t ty t

a t ills
e. Other unusual or crY.treme behavior

3. F. 'Intor Checklist
(.\ rl

add i ng: Unusua 1 drool in.
7 7
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OCR remiew Linda C:.tis

Anv suggest Hn which might serve to limlt the over- and under-referral rate.

;- he Genet ;_st i.s ac t ua 1 1 y colcp eted on every child in the cla:;s

as the Ot.ct mauu-.1 !istrects, then the under-referral rate would probably he
milir1,0. In practice, I suspect that busy f.eachers will fill out checklists
eur! en children wbcm they already see a, having difficulty, rather than

k.e)sorving each child in order to complete the General Ch.: 1:list on

the teachers receive (ct. don't receive) in using tiv.t OCIl

uodld significant difference in whether they use the checklists
ap:-cpr.ately or rely instead on wh:itever subjective criteria they happen to
use fcr d.'te:ting problems. Even if they only received trJining on the
Gouen. t Checklist items they might reccgnige more children with potential
probletns than they would otherwise -- just by having the items called to
their attention.

genera ot your u'uu-;esilt specific pnrts of the OCR and of the
measuro as ^ uholo.

A, a re!sult of consultation with various preschools in the Austin area, I see

a defThito nee for a measure such as tbc OCR whicb can be used by teachers
i,lentifv children who could bein-2fit frem special help before they begin to

fail lu school. It is iMportant, of cour.se, to do this without the stigma of
labels, which the OCR successfully r.:uingc.s to amoid.

Tbe informa...ion on the checklists shouid be useful aacl 1.-elvant to the pro-

lona s to whom the teachers are ref ing children. Al so, the checkl st

I-ermit provides signi.f Lant informatiob quickly an'd is more likely to be read

by busy professionals than lengthy written reports.

The ideas in the OCR sec-m to 11:Ive been carefully thought out, with the important

r-)ints emphasized and repeated throughe. There is sufficient detail on the

checklists to be helpful but not mucb detail that the teacher tTying to

fill them out will be overwhelmed.

Tho instruct' sis for each chc.klist do adequate joh of explaining the
various areas covered in the chccklist, so that any confusion arising over
specific items would usually be cIarif-'e by referring to the instructions.

In goner, I, :lie ites selected for eu:I'b specific checklist do a good job of

comerin!, the pertinent behaviors or syl-:.;'t,t)ms for that problem area.

shTr, tbo OCR !-,.ems., to me to bc tair.y -;1.)ed jo i pre:;ent orin.

emalu:t lun of it.y

',.;:t.11 the e-..:cept ion of a minor which I have already indicated, the

r.annnl easy Lo road anA under.1tan:. Tug consistent format followed in

soclon helps roadahi!ity and the eHtures help to clarify.
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C)CR rev iew Linda Got ts

Pitge

9

.\ny add i. t ional suggestions for rev

!
would like to stress agaih the import once of trainin;: in the use of .the OCR

object ives for which the OCR wa,-; designed are to be achieved . Perhaps

a training package could be developed for use in conjunct ion with the OCR.

(For eample, a short film of cit i ldren in an actual classr:,om could be used--
a::d trainees could observe and complete the G('neral Checkl on a pdrt .cular

child in the f ilm.) Tra.i.ning might include how to talk to parents of children

wbo teJtchers wish to refer This seems to be a very difficult one .t_ouchy

issue for many teachers, and the dread of deal ing t.h parents could contribute

unJer-referral .

aroec.hout the OCR t!umual, teachers are encouraged to ask their supervisors

for 1-.e lp in making a referral to I he appro.pr late prof ess tonal person. !-',ep-

pl em.-.-ntal information regard ing appropr late resources for referral might be

incicoh fo:- stupefy isor s along with t rai n Pp, informat ion and ma Leria s.

/9 I,



JB REVIEW

JOANN BRADDY OCR - JUNE 5976

? and

Sugges Lions fo r Nod ca t ion

I
felt the need for some expl3nation as on page 7 to be given prior

) pae 5. 1 xn specifically referring to the specific checklists code.

I do not have any recomiations for change as I thought these to be

excellent in their prc.;.nt form,

lhe measures seem ocellent to me. T would be happy to have some of

my Held staff (local Head St:Irr Cynter people) be a part of any trial

Lestin of these checklists. It wo!ild seem to me that area workshops in

sLltes where this kind or inform:ition could be discussed with Head Start

people as well as ofter Early Chil,Thood .aff might help in the endeavor.

The manual is self-explanatory if i-en.le will carefully read. However,

1 do believe that some type worksh.,p for staff who would he using nese

observa t ional i s ts woul d be e f value.

5. The measu:e seems excellent to me. I would be anxious for this to

be used in my program. There is ,.,thout question a need for such a measure.

I particularly the explanations prior to the specific checklists. It

appears to he written in term.:; that non-professionalstaff could use Ole

measures 1 f eel very, very pos itive toward the. r.l.asures.

6. TiR 1.1,-1111: \re ry cl r and I t..(, be ,,ery t.m.eful

:1.11 1-tol:,



I noted three errors which pro!,abt:; have already been discovered or

at least: I thopi to be errors.

oo p:tte 22:

word ser ddle of ddle i.on)

Pitv,e 27:

ond,' ro taut ddle of f irst para;ltraph)

hve 3:

unu;;Lial clums:ines of___ awkwardness 0::id6te of last parai',raph)

Aain, I J. believe so:, statewide or areas trainin within state5 :::ould be

helpful.. For e:-tnnwie, i feel sure that in Arkansas the State I/TA provides

1U,:th `-ILieusieh, ASA, St-ate University, woul d 1)t-2 happy to fina a

LiElc fnr tilese p:oasures, and their usLHIInt_s in Early Childhood PrcTratils

to be ey.ptained.

i revieed the bo.:,1: z!liCi feel very p(-sitive about it and its

usclnlhss by both professional and nen-professional staff.

Thank askiw; :- to review tli e



:Thy 2 , 1976

To: Joy2e Evans

Fo(:): Joy Roye

Re Review of Observational Checklists for,eferral (OCR).

1 A geseral ,taLement of your assessment of specific parts of the OCR And

of the measure as a whole. This includes your assessment of the need for

s.-11 a measure and its usefullness in aidino teachers in comunicatin

professionals in providing referral information.

From my enporience of directing a Ecai .--;tart. program in a rural area 1

emphatically that there is a iced t_o help teachers recognir:e the

imT,ortance of observing individual children and comunicate the appropriate

information to professionals. Rural progYa2.s have two distinct problems

i.e...non-certified or formally train.T1 staff and a lack of resources such

as diagnosLic cliniCs, pediatricians, psych:logists, etc. To combat the_!se

rroblems, steps must be taken to train staff, since it is almost impossible

to provide resources. Teachers, being in cloe contact with the children,

can be trained to .-bserve and be of real service as referral agents. Edu-

cation is fast becoming an institution of stecialists, which in urban areas

relieves teachers from needing to be are of handicapping conditions .

iicwever, i n rural areas, teach2rs must not .-aly be aware of these conditions

but must also be abl; to OC cove d i ldren and their beh,:siors so that they

can be appropriately referred to professionals.

2. Your e,,aluation of the clarity and road:1dlity of the manual as a whole.

The manual is fairly clear and readable however, I believe some changes

could be made in the f;,1:In.-If 0.T.t. would it easier to reaa. First. I

would devote a portion of the first part of the manual to the process of

referral. For instance:

1. Who obsei:ves? Teacher, aide, health worker, etc.

9 2
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2. To whom is referral made? Head teacher, Center Director, Social

Worker, Program Director, Profesnionals.

3. Who informs parent? Teacher, other staff, professionals.

4 Who completes the follow-up process? Teach,,r, other staff.

Every progxam has its own procedure and teachers should not only be aware

of the prosedure but should follow it step by step. If teachers are to refer

directly to professional, the manual becomes more important. By including

information in the front of the manual, needless repetition can be avoid-

ed in the instructions that accompany the specific checklists.

Secondly, a page of terms and definitions could be included in the begin-

ning cithe than cluttering the instructions all the way through.

1

Thirdly, the spicific checklists coiC:' be identified on the General Check-

list raLher than letters to help ti2achers choose the a,--.propriate specific check-

list.

3. Suggestions for modifications to the instructional manual.

wullc:, hesitate to hand this mmual to a te her to ih;e without other

Pre-service training could include skits, visuals, role playing, and

other methods of pro Practice and ev..luations where lers ceuld gain some

cr.):J.-id,-.-:nc,2 Foru acinally usihg the manual.

Teashers not being prepared l'fere Ileilig the manual in the first review,

exPlain some of the problems of over and WIcicf referral. Confidence and

tr'.ist in one' o..g1 judMenc con help -achers cbserve m'sre effectiely, and

ac.Jtill-c!(1 a t:

E;ucmeE; r L- add tj.(); t.C) th,!

1 1r(_),'.1ic? 1;)1"(. tio.! 1.:4, f.:. ftuccti fie

S.1. attachment #1.

nuggestionn For additioni; and/ce a h:' ico in the Fl i t ic7

which would enhance the prohab.i lity or if.)n of child-

ren having difficulty.
ti Li
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See attachments 2,3,4.

G. Any suggestions which might: serve to linit the over- and under-referral

rate.

High over and under referral rates can be the result of teachers lack

of confidence in their ability which would cause them to be over-zealous and

over refer or afraid to trust their own judgr_Iment and under refer.

Another cause might be the time element. If the checklists are completed

early in the program, children and teachers are both in a transition period

when a true picture cannot be seen. Some children may exhibit behavior that

would indicate a problem when the only problem is that children have had no

experience in th,lt. particular area. When teachers note a problem, they should

provide activities Lnat will give children experience in that area, and then

consider the lacl: of skills for the checklist.

7. Any additional suggestions for revision.

The (OCR) lacks a section on parents rights and the confidentiality

law I feel strongly that parents arc the first perso: te consider in

malnij referrals and the manual is weak in this area. F.urther, no mention

is made in the manuals of the existing laws concerning confidentiality.

,eahers must he made aware that any informaLien they lecord can be seen by

parents at any time a recluest is made. Further, the rocords must he kept

confidential 5cr that y are not avail ,ide tio unauthorized personnel or

cehter visitors.



APPENDIX D
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FEEDBACK FORM
OBSERVATIONAL CHECKLISTS FOR REFERRAL (OCI:

Teac!iers' Name Center or School City

Date Number of Children in Class Mexican American Black
_______ _________ ________

Anglo Other (Specify)
__________

Number of children receiving at least one check on:

General Checklist
Hearing Checklist_
Motor Checklist

Health Checklist
Speech Checklist
Vis:on Checklist

Social/Emotional
Checklist

Number of children referred for follow up services on the basis of the OCR

Please rate the checklists and the manual on the following scale:

CHECKLISTS

General Checklist
Health Checklist
Vision Checklist
Hearing Checklist
Speech Checklist
Behavior Checklist
Motor Checklist
Ease of Administration

Excellent Good Average Poor Useless

Introductory Chapter
Health Chapter
Vision Chapter _ _ _
Hearing_ Chapter
Syeech Chapter
Behavior Chapter
Motor ChaEter
Referral Sections
(Were sections on
pages 11, 17, 22,

28, 37, k3 helpful?)
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General Reliability:
(Was the manual easy to
read and understand?)

Illustrations:
a. help toward under-

standing the text:

b. Contribution toward
manual format:

Organization:
(Was the manual clearly
organized?)

Suggestions for change in either checklists or chapters:

1. General

2. Health

3. Vision

C,7
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4. Hearing

5. Spocch

6. Social/Emotion31

7. t-lo tor

11hi ch sec. tIon (s) wa.; (were) MIS L impor tan t En you?

1.,rhich son t -Lon (s) was (were) least importnitt to you?

What o ther tests have. you used to :;nre,111-1 chi 1 d bor. for be t:-rral.?

What ci id von Li La' host dflollt N.Anua I ?



What did you likP least about the manual?

What did you like hest about the checklists?

What did you like least about the chec.,..lists?

What is your overall opinion of the OC:?

Would you recommend the OCR to other teachers?

Please indicate if the following tests are done in your school or c 'er, when,

and by whom:

Hearing Screening

Vision Screening

Speech Screening_

Emotional Screeninc,

When (Fall/SprinC
Every year or ev, :-

other year

Psychological Exam
(Stanford-Binet Tyre)

Medical Exam

Other comments: Use back of page if necessary)

00

89

By Whom (title)
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CONSULTANT MEDICAL FOI-1
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111,11,

PHY S I GAL ExAn :NATION

jlE I GM'
WEIGHT
11

N L
0 X
T A

n
I

N

E

D

AGE
Y R. 1 MO .

BLOOD PRESSURE

OR CM . I-Tynii-cEIE LB .

A

B

N

0

R

M

A

L

OR KG

N

0

R
M
A
,

PERCENT ILE

___

DOES THE EXAM REVEAL
AN Y ABNORMAL 1 TY IN :

DES CRIBE FULLY
ABNORMAL FINDINGS

ANY

GEN ERAL APPEARANCE ,

POSTURE , GAIT

.

SPEECH
BEHAV T.OR DUR ING EXAM

.

SK1N
EY ES : EXTERNALS

OPTI C FIND

EARS : EXTERNAL AND
CAN AL S TY MP AN I C MEMB RA N E S

NOSE , mo nn PHARYNX
TEETH
HEART

_

LUN GS
ABDOMEN ( INCLUDE HERN lAS )

GENITAL IA

BONES , JOINTS , MUSCLES

NEUROLOGICAL EXAM
OTHER

DEVELO 'MENTAL SCREENING EXAMINATION

GROSS MOTOR FUNCTION NO RMAL OTHER REMARK S

FINE MOTOR & MANIPULATIVE
FUNCTIONS

ADAPTIVE FUNCTION

LANGUAGE FUNC TION

PE RSONAL SOC IAL FUNCTION

_

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS . TREAT= TS . AND RECOMMEN DAT IONS

ABNORMAL F IN D INGS ADVICCAND
TREATMENT GIVEN

RECOMMENDAT IONS OR FURTHER
EVALUATION , TREATMENT OR
SOCIAL OR EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

,,,,,XFAMYTDV tyr, PUI.NTMAN
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APPENDIX F

CONSULTANT SPEECH F0R:1
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SPEECH AND LANGUAGE SCREENING

NAME :

AGE:

ARTIC (a) errors:

(b) intelligibility:

VOICE

FLUENCY

ORAL MECHANISM

EXAMINER:
DATE:

LANGUAGE Comprehension Expressionbasic info.
Wh-- ques.
syntax
vocabulary
memory

MOTOR
BEHAVIOR

RATING no problem
possible problem
high risk

definite problem:
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